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1CHAPTER I
NATURE AND SCOPE OF PROBLEM
Purpose and Significance
In the past few years there has been a tremendous
increase in national and international concern over the problem
of the Brain Drain. This emotional term, which suggests a
permanent loss of high level professional talent, refers to
the international migration of highly trained and highly
educated people. The greatest flow being to the United States,
there has been something of an international furor over the
inequity of the fact that "the rich get richer and the poor get
poorer."
National anxieties over the Brain Drain problem have been
responsible for governmental studies being initiated in the
1
United States and in most countries of the free world. In order
to determine the extent, characteristics, and consequences of
this migratory trend as it pertains to the United States, a call
for a study of the Brain Drain was made part of the International
Education Act of 1956. Many other important studies have taken
place under U. S. governmental auspices since that date; these
are summarized elsewhere in this paper.
See Bibliography for numerous specific examples.
2Interest and concern in the migration of hi^h-level
manpower has in no sense been confined to governmental agencies;
studies Oi tne .Drain Drain have been conducted by international
agencies (particularly UNESCO), private agencies, universities,
and individuals. All these investigations provide us with ample '
evidence both in this country and abroad, that this is a contem-
porary problem of world-wide importance.
There is actually nothing new in the idea of the Brain
Drain. These thoughts expressed by a commentator on the inter-
national scene in 1722 are as true today as they were then:
Whatever state gives more encouragement to
its subjects than the neighbouring states do,
and finds them more work, and gives them
greater rewards for that work; and by all
these laudable ways makes human condition
easier than it is elsewhere, and secures
life and property better; that state will
draw the inhabitants from the neighbouring
countries to its own: and when they are
there they will, by being richer and safer,
multiply faster. Men will naturally fly from
danger to security, from poverty to plenty,
and from a lijje of misery to a life of
felicity. . .
In the United States there has been a substantial influx of
talented foreign immigrants since the earliest colonial days.
Pierre Dupont de Nemours, for example, came to the United States
from France at the invitation of Thomas Jefferson with the express
purpose of drawing up a plan for an American National University.
O
• The London Journal , 1722, quoted in "The Observer"
(England"), February 23rd, 1954.
One of his first recommendations was for a deliberate policy
to lure highly- trained specialists to this country. This tradition
of importing skilled people to meet the needs of the nation goes
well back in history, but also important in this regard is the
traditional ’’open door" policy based on the democratic principle
of the free flow of human capital.
To the casual observer it might seem fairly obvious why
so many high-level foreign professionals choose to come to work
in the United States and to become citizens of this country.
As well as being "the land of opportunity," the United States
offers a great deal of personal freedom, a dynamic economy, and
the world's highest standard of living--to name but a few of the
attractive factors. A major point to be pursued in this disserta-
tion is that such a view is oversimplistic of why people come to
the United States. Dr. Donald Hornig, Director of the U. S.
Office of Science and Technology, addressed himself to this
point in giving evidence before a Senate Committee in March 1957
when he said, "1 do not believe the simple thesis put forward in
some advanced countries, that the United States attracts people
simply because it is rich and accepts them because it is insensi-
„3
tive to the needs of others. The issues are more complex.
3
Donald Hornig, as quoted
the Working Group on Migration,
for Science and Technology. Her
London, October 1957, p. 41.
in "The Brain Drain." Report of
Committee on Manpower Resources
Majesty's Stationery Office,
4-
It is important to note that, even though the attrahent
or "pull" forces of this country are exerted uniformly on all
countries, there are significant differences in the immigration
rates from country to country. Why is it, for example, that
whereas there is hardly any drain of highly- trained people from
France, Mexico, and Brazil, there is extensive immigration from
the United Kingdom, Colombia, and Peru? The differential clearly
lies in the factors extant in the various countries which are
in the nature of expellant or "push" factors. Brain Drain
personnel are not those who are simply "pulled” to the United
States; they must also be "pushed" from their home countries.
An acknowledgment of the existence of these two forces is a basic
assumption of this study, one which merits careful examination
and evaluation in order to add a greater measure of precision
to the relative significance and quantification of these two sets
of factors.
There are many instances of countries which lose few of
their talented citizens to the United States. These clearly
demonstrate that the "pulling" forces in themselves are insuf-
ficient to initiate significant migration. It goes without saying
that, as the United States cannot realistically be expected to
reduce its attrahent factors, a resolution to the Brain Drain
problem must be found primarily in the countries tnemselves.
For action to be effective, it must be of the "seli-help variety
and must be initiated in or from the home country. This point
5has been cade repeatedly by Senator Walter Mondale, an authority
on tne Brain Drain, he feels that "the responsibility for meeting
this problem rests primarily with the countries affected. We
have learned through hard experience that self-help is the crucial
factor in the progress of developing nations. Without it any aid
4
program is futile."
This Brain Drain study is confined to the area of higher
education in the United States. It seeks to investigate and
establish whether significant relationships exist between attrahent
and expeilant factors--specif ically in terms of the retention or
decrement of the Erain Drain personnel on college faculties. An
attempt has been made to throw light on the reasons why these
professors leave their home countries, why some become permanent
residents, and why others return.
Although the Brain Drain is often spoken of as one problem,
in this study it is examined from the point of view of two prob-
lems--that of the developed countries and that of the developing
countries. It is important to make this distinction because the
advanced countries have the advantages of large reserves of
skilled and educated personnel and the possibility of attracting
migrants from other countries; the developing countries, however,
^Walter F. Mondale, "How Poor Nations Give to the Rich,"
Saturday Review
,
March 11th, 1957.
having no such reserves, cannot provide conditions conducive to
the attraction of highly-educated immigrants. By conducting this
study witn tnis dichotomy in mind, it is hoped that a perspective
has been added which will contribute to a deeper unders tend ing o
f
the problem.
The point has been alluded to previously that the United
States Government is cast at one and the same time in the role of
both benefactor and beneficiary. Whereas on the one hand we have
assistance being provided to foreign countries, we find that on
the other hand, the well- trained and highly- talented professionals
of these same countries are being lured to the United States.
This poses a moral dilemma of considerable proportions which at
times places the United States in both an embarrassing and a
contradictory position. An examination of this anomalous situa-
tion is a necessary prerequisite to finding solutions which may
provide a basis for action guidelines.
It is hoped that this study will aid governments, agencies
and organizations in predict ing the possibilities of retention or
decrement of these Brain Drain college faculty members. Another
practical benefit could be that identification of the various
attrahent and expellant factors and their effect, will make it
possible for governments, agencies, and organizations to develop
effective policies aimed at exerting greater measures of control
over the affective conditions.
7Definition of Terms
1. Brain Drain: this term, of British origin, relates to
national loss through immigration of professional people,
•such as scientists, engineers, physicians, and professors.
In terras of this study, it will refer to the immigration
into the United States of foreign college professors.
2. Brain Drain Personnel: non-Americans with a minimum of a
bachelors degree (or equivalent) from a foreign institution,
who enter the United States with the intention of working
for at least a year as a college faculty member.
3. College: any accredited institution of higher learning or
professional instruction which offers courses leading to a
bachelors degree.
4. Professor: a member of a college faculty with the rank of
instructor or above.
5. Attrahent factors: those "pulling" factors which attract
the foreign college professor to the United States.
6. Expellant factors: those "pushing" factors which, by their
nature, encourage the foreign college professor to leave his
home country.
7. Home country: the nation to which the foreign college professor
is native, or of which he is a national, or in which he has
spent most of his life.
8Ccvfc iicnt 3 snort, duration or st3y in the United St 3 tcs
(less than five years), or evinced intention of leaving
the country.
9.
Retention: a long duration of stay in the United States
(more than five years), or naturalization to United States
citizenship, or evinced intention of remaining in the
country.
10. Developed or Advanced countries: all European countries,
Canaaa
,
the United States, Japan, South Africa, Australia,
New Zealand.
11. Developing or less-developed countries: all countries not
mentioned in the above definition.^
Source of definition: "The Brain Drain into the United
States cf Scientists, Engineers and Physicians." A Staff Study
for the Research and Technical Programs Sub-Committee of the
Committee on Government Operations, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C., July 1S67, p. 5.
S
9Limitations of Study
1* The study will be limited to an investigation of motivations
and attitudes of Brain Drain personnel on college faculties
in the United States. This, however, will not preclude the
use of information relating to other highly-educated immi-
grants, such as scientists, engineers, physicians, or students,
to illustrate and substantiate basic points. This will be a
necessary course of action in view of the paucity of informa-
tion and the consequent need to make full use of whatever
data are available.
2. The chief concern being the individual, and how he perceives
and reacts on a personal basis, it is not claimed and cannot
be assumed that these views are in any way indicative of those
of the individual's home society or country of origin.
3. No attempt will be made to assess the factor cf professional
competence as it relates to retention or decrement.
4. This study is based on 1967 statistics of the immigration of
foreign college professors.^ It must be recognized, however,
that foreign college professors are also recruited from the
ranks of foreign nationals who are excluded from these data
(e.g., from the ranks of foreign students, visitors, other
immigrants)
.
Furnished by the United States Department of State, Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service (Appendix: Table 3 , page 140),
and by the Institute of International Education (Appendix: Table
9, page 141).
10
5« This study will be confined by the limitations of the strati-
fied sample (Table 4-,p*136 ) calculated from the 1957 Statis-
tics of the immigration of foreign college professors.
6. The Brain Drain being a problem of relatively recent origin,
consideration will only be given to the motivations of those
immigrants who entered the United States within the past two
decades (since January 1st, 1948).
7. Generalizations will be more reliable when dealing with the
personnel directly involved in the study and less reliable
when applied to other related areas which may be significant.
8. The fact that the data are to be obtained chiefly by the use
of postal questionnaires, means of necessity, that there will
be a certain amount of post-migration rationalization by
which the factors that originally motivated the individual
to emigrate may be replaced, consciously or unconsciously,
by others which seem to be more logical or sensible.
11
Objectives and Hypotheses
Objectives
. The purpose of this study is to investigate
the motivational eiiect of attrahent and expellant factors on
Brain Drain personnel on college faculties in the United States
and to ascertain whether a relationship exists between these
factors and the retention or decrement of these faculty members.
Hypotheses
. 1. Measurements of attrahent or "pull"
factors which draw people to the United States are in themselves
insufficient indices for prediction of retention or decrement of
Brain Drain personnel.
2. In those cases where the foreign professors
see themselves as "permanent" in the United States (retention),
there will be evidence of both strong "pull" factors and strong
"push" factors; in the cases of those planning to return to their
home countries, however, (decrement) the "push" and "pull" factors
will be significantly weaker.
3. The motivations of Brain Drain personnel
from developing countries will not be significantly different
from those of Brain Drain personnel from the advanced countries.
/
12
Some Pertinent Questions
<
1. From an examination of the responses to the questions (of the
questionnaire), does any overall pattern emerge?
2 . Apart from the 12 "paired” items of the questionnaire,^ do the
other questions (see pages 14-6and 147 ) provide us with signi-
ficant insights into motivations to emigrate or return to the
country of origin?
3 . Does it appear that one or more of the five categories
(professional, economic, socio-cultural
,
political, personal)
plays a dominant role in influencing motivations of "Brain
Drain" personnel to come to the United States and to decide
to either stay or leave?
4
.
From the data obtained, would it appear that foreign governments,
agencies, and organizations could exert more effective measures
of control over the migration of "Brain Drain" personnel by
pursuing policies which are: (a) ameliorative (e.g., by les-
sening the force of the "push" factors), (b) restorative
(e.g., by initiating schemes for repatriation), (c) restrictive
(e.g., by giving greater consideration to national priorities and
restricting the flow of talented individuals accordingly) , or
(d) preventative (e.g., by unconditionally stemming the "Brain
Drain" flow out of the country)?
^Listed and explained on pages 86-87 of Chapter VI.
13
Related Research
There has been a great deal written about the Brain Drain
in recent years. Much of this literature is of doubtful value
to this study in that the chief concern of the writing relates
either to the special problem of the particular foreign country
or, in the case of many of the international studies (such as
those by UNESCO)
,
the information is of such world-wide propor-
tions that the findings are too general to have specialized
applicability.
Many of these papers, articles, and studies have been of
a journalistic nature, and, as such, have been overly subjective
and lacking in sound statistical data. According to the Education
and World Affairs study currently underway, "the foundation of
real information to support the weight of so much writing and
g
debate is astonishingly thin." Serious attempts to remedy this
situation from the American point of view have been made by the
United States Government which, in the past two years, has issued
six publications of major significance:
Education and
Migration of Talent,"
World Affairs, "A Study of International
New York, New York, May 1967, p. 1.
!• "The International Migration of Talent and Skills."
14-
Proceedings of a Workshop and Conference sponsored by the
Council on International Educational and Cultural Affairs.
Department of State, Washington, D. C., October, 1966.
2. "Some Facts and Figures on the Migration of Talent and
Skills." Prepared by the Council on International Educa-
tional and Cultural Ai.iairs. Department of State, Washington,
r.
D. C., May, 1967,
3. "The Brain Drain into the United States of Scientists,
Engineers, and Physicians." A staff study for the Research
and Technical Programs Subcommittee of the Committee on
Government Operations, House of Representatives, 90th Congress,
1st session, Washington, July, 1967.
4. "International Migration of Talent and Skills." Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Immigration and Naturalization of
the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 90th
Congress, 1st Session. U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C., 1968.
5. "The Brain Drain of Scientists, Engineers and Physicians
from the Developing Countries into the United States."
Hearing before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives, 90th Congress, 2nd
Session, Washington, January, 1968.
15
6» Scientific Brain Drain from tbs Developing Countries."
Twenty- third report by the Committee on Government Operations.
90th Congress, 2nd Session. U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C., March, 1968.
Another important study along similar lines is the British
Study: "The Brain Drain." Report of the Working Group on Migra-
tion by the Committee on Manpower Resources for Science and
Technology, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, London,October
,
1967.
As can be discerned from most of these titles, the inclina-
tion of much of the Erain Drain concern is directed towards inves-
tigation into the immigration of scientists, engineers, and
physicians. Here, it might well be pertinent to point out that
this study does not share the same emphasis and concern; it is
differentiated in that it seeks to explore the implications of
the migration of highly-educated manpower fro.a the narrow view-
point of college faculty membership.
It would be an emission not to mention two major studies
currently in progress being conducted by the Adlai Stevenson
Institute of International Affairs of Chicago, and Education and
World Affairs of Washington, D. C. The former agency is examining
the international utilization of talent in specialized fields cf
science and medicine. Education and World Affairs is conducting
a two-year study of the significance of international migration
of highly- trained professionals from the particular point of view
of the developing countries.
16
It is apparent from a study of the related literature
that the implications of the Brain Drain for Higher Education
is one area in which little research has taken place. Two studies
which do bear upon this topic, however, are:
"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower:
Implications for the Developing World." Proceedings of a con-
ference held by the Office of International Programs, University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, April, 1967, which deals primarily with
foreign students in the United States, and
. "University Problems in Recruitment of Teaching and
Research Personnel from Abroad" by David D. Henry, published in
The Educational Record of the American Council on Education,
Washington, D. C., Winter, 1967. This is a summarization of a
survey of the impact and retention of foreign professors conducted
by Dr 0 Victor A. Rapport, Dean of International Studies, Wayne
State University, Detroit, Michigan. The study focuses primarily
on the significance of changing United States immigration policy
legislation for foreign educators in the United States.
Whereas it cannot be claimed that this study begins de novo
or is unrelated to previous studies, there is reason to believe
that the findings will contribute meaningfully to this current area
of concern which has been somewhat neglected and in which there is
still a dearth of information, insufficient data, and too much
speculation.
17
CHAP T E P. II
THE BR ' . I RAT . AS A C I0ITAL IS
It is quite likely that Karl Knrx would have taken exception
to Professor P.M.S. Blackett’s advice to the students of his
country: ’’Children of Britain, matriculate: you have nothing
to sell hut your brains." It would appear, however, that this
counsel has been, and is being, acted upon, not only by increasing
numbers of Britishers, but also by the talented of nations
throughout the world. This is the euphoniously named Brain Drain.
Being the major recipient of this skilled manpower, the United
States has become the focus of increased international criticism,
and has been accused of selfishly and callously exploiting the
intellectual resources of less affluent nations.
In surveying the literature on this problem, one comas
across diverse interpretations of what the Brain Drain allegedly
means; the v ri< ways of looking at it are reflected in some
different terms; these give evidence of differing standpoints and
Blackett, P.M.S.
,
"Universities and the Nation’s Crisis”
in British Ass iatic ' la, Guild 11 Lo
1 ao and Kee, Lc Ic
,
1963, p. 37.
18
perspectives as to the nature of
consideration of the Er« in l
his phenomenon# In an;
the term itself merits
detailed semantic investigation.
The "Brain" part fairly obviously
quality of the educati 3 level and i
refers to the high
ell actual elitism of
those involved. The second part of the term, the "Drain," is
the one to which
conjures up the
public opinion is particularly sensitive; it
image of a flight of national talent; with the
suggestion o
tative A lb or
off’, with '
Cion'."
2
f irretrievable loss, and is synonymous, as Represen-
t Quie of Minnesota points out, "with 'siphoning
gradual disappearance', and with 'ultimate devio-
us es th
Professor Herbert
e term "Brain Push
Grub 2 1 of the Universi ty of Chic-'g
" which he feels has r.'.ore accurate
o
connotations deserving of greater pul licity In elal rating on
the implications he finds in this tern, he expresses tl view tl
In many instances we experience the i
of people, e
’
'
tl * i ; '•
'
1 c . e th c t r ie
5
not bcc they \ ; to,
but because they find tl jives sn und sirabl
part of the. society . . . they are finding
that they are not wanted. J
2,,HiPher Education aw! the 1 ti 1 FI of 11 . ?er,"
op, cit. « cn
international Migration of Talentin
op, cit, , p, 61
and Skills
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Substantiating this view of the Brain Dr^in is
^- L * * • r v.r.o writes "with all due nodsb ty as a piece
® - ( - - talc t » « on tn c f • ix 1 i r t . . that t ' t. i
Americans are cornering the world’s talent, and that somethins
4
ought to s d le about it." Analysing his own case. Hr. Hunter
concludes that ha belonged to a surplus group of shilled indivi-
duals who v ere less "drai > ' out” t! l "driven out" by intense
c ipatition f : very few open! gs. In bis particular case, he
feels th t "the shortage which even then was being talked about
was mythical, ar.d still is."~*
Ai >ther vi • which l ri
.
s in yet s t 1 1
"tod y c s wic i ; iirallj int lude in a home-
based career, and the resulting flow of manpower is more correctly
described as a ’brain loan' than as 'brain drain.*"
Donald E. Hunter, "Drained Out or Driven Cut?"
Scier -• and I logy, January 1913, p. 71.
Hoc, cit,
6
,
P . 34
.
llie_Bra;iri_prr in
,
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, op.cit.
,
20
.
\Perhaps insufficient credit has boon given to the more
P^srti.'/e a~-p o ' curs brain loan" with its resulting return
f low or skill ad individuals « This moveme.-.t
,
at present
inadequately resea . ' he Id well c tea covert but
appre Labi par t o f th 2 total rev o f h igh 1 h p C _ r .
Frcra such a standpoint, the Drain Drain should be viewed not in
terms of national loss, but more accurately in terms of an
overall "Drain Gain" to the particular country.
An - vi opp; t the terminological connotation of
the Brain Drain is that which, by adopting the undervaluation
approach
,
co ider; it to be "1 . rauch 'l ' d ' ’1 t more
7
a 'brain overflow.'” In analysing this thesis and agreei
"th 3 brai drain i act» < in c f] . ’ 1
trd ic Weekly (England) view is that the skilled emigrants go
"to America because they arc wanted tl 1 ! 1 nfced her: ...
they do not see why they should return. What is due point of
giving up good mo
< y and a rear ibis job for less money and 1
9
respons ibi 1 i ty
?
!
:
^Ibid
,
,
p. 97.
C
Oil.
'A long way from the l!ev Britain," (Editorial), War chest :r
C
’
'
-
’ '
/ ( 1) , Thursday, October 12, 1937 .
'Loc, cit.
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inD fc-.ci. L . : _ Brain Brain concerns are invariably consi-
dered in terms cf national loss and outward flew of talent
provides fair proof that. this concept is in essence nationalistic.
Wit.oin it is c: .honied tne idea of the priority if. •-•or tance of the
welfare, not of mankind, but of a particular country or region.
Following tnis logic, tno type of progress sought i.s the economic,
social, and political development cf those resident in that
specific nation or region; j; . facto , those who have departed
from those areas and those inhabiting the rest of the world would
be excluded. Here we arrive at one cf the major dichotomies of
our time— the c Elict of natic li tionalisra.
In establishing the frame of reference in which v;e are to envision,
the Brain Drain, we will it vi hi} int ’ the subj : : d ty
factor of .personal or national values int c considerati
Commenting on this facet of the problem
,
Albert C-ollin of the
Bureau of Social Science Research expresses the view that :
Perhaps tl s me s Lfi pi t of fact in
approaches to the study of the international migra-
tion of talent and chills includes the model or
theoretical concepts favored by the analyst and his
official position or personal values, thei 1 not
wholly unrelated ... the need somehow to balance
^
individual freedom with national manpower requirements.
10
„ The International Migration of Talent and Skills,"
op . cit , .• p. 5
.
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Under 1> it -
3
ell theorising and conceptualisation which
tehes place with regard to the Brain Drain, there has to be some
resolution of tl i ' W The di s t vie s which are hel
’
are based much more on personal considerations and value frame-
works than they are on logic. As C-ollin has sweated, the main
division Oi opinion rests upon whether one is to accept the
piemise or fj.eec.csi 01 cnolce or that of obligation to one's
society. It is pernaps paradoxical that in the United Nation's
Comte*, we na.'.e b - . c.->iug for both arguments. Article 13, paraeraoh
?, or tn 0 Un c.jI Declarat ion or human Rights proclaims that
"Everj : 3 t! right t ft 2 l of move t and re id
within the borders of each State."
1
Article 23 reads that
Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and
full dcvelo. .cent of his personality is possible." - Examining
this bifurcation and talcing in both points of view, Dr. Donald
llorrJg of the U. S. Office of Science and Technology feels that
"one’s sympathy for the c mtri ; c . r . 1 : . ' . v . ’ v c 1 by
sympathy for those whose aspirations are blunted by forces over
13
which tic ay have little or r.c control."
^As quoted i i "Outflow’ of Trained Personnel Free
Developing Countries," po.^cit:^, p. 11.
12
Ibid., p. 13.
13
Donald Kornig, as quoted in The Brgiin Drain
,
he:
Sta
t
:
. i c
. ,
c - 0 i t
.
,
p. 40.,
sjosty
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This is without doubt a difficult problem-one that ir.ny
well defy solution. Is there a point of balance between individual
human rights and raoral obligation to help meet the needs of one's
native cc try? C • limits be defined for individ il ri<
,
and
can points be established at which nations can fc ecc.ee justified
in curbing or abolishing those rights? Pro .1 a national or inter-
national point of view, the considerations are of "human
resources," "manpower," "brainpower," and "statistics," but fro;,
the standpoint of the human beings involved, they are not coruodi-
ties, but individuals., with personal problems, choices, d s,
and aspirations. In the final analysis, x/e must recognise that
it is the latter and not the former that cruse what x e h cal
the Brain Drain. U. N. Secretary-General U Thant is fully aware
of this point when he consents that Brain Drain migration is
"to a large extent a direct result of decisions made by the indi-
vidual
,
wl may be strongly influenced b; i
'
’
.
lit
14
stemming from the private sector."
"Outflow of V • id Pei el Developi C tries,"
01
.
cit., p. 4.
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In tnis content: the United States Government has a
definite policy, as is depressed by one spokesmen who says that
"We ere rot tryirig to drain the brains of other peoples
. . .
the Government of the United States is committed by tradition
find by explicit principle to the rights of individuals . . .
to choose the places where they will live."”*'
From a diametrically opposite point of view, that aimed
fit countering any possible drain of talented Frenchmen to the
United States, French ' ini ter of Scientific I. :!*, Maurice
Schumann, proudly proclaimed that Frer.ckr.6n "do not consider then-
selves objects for trade and bargain; they do not sell themselves." ^
And ar. even more resentful rad critical comment, one which disj r
the individual notivai J, of emig elite, is that voiced by
Ashok Par Lhasa ra thi
,
United States trained atomic scientist:
All too rarely is our brain drain identified as
being the Great Escape Mechanism from the
harsh sacrifices that nation-buildi g d ai is
in our desperately competitive world.
^"The International Migration of Talent and Skills,''
on, cit», p. 79,
1
6
Maurice Schu aim as quoted in ''How We Loot the foreign
Brain Market" by Martin Mayor, on. c it. , p. 39.
^Ashok Par Lhasarathi
,
"India’s 'grain- Drain' and Inter-
national Morns," Encjr-n a, Sumner 1937, p, 8.
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A? has b t poi ' t, ther ; opini
to what the Brain Dram actually constitutes# In s to
gful analy tical frameworks
,
however, we can
generalise that tne popularly-held, contras ting viewpoints fall
into the following four broad categories, though, of course,
with considerable variation in between:
(1) there is r.o problca
(2) there is a problem, but it's "theirs” not "ours"
(3) the Brain Drain crisis, and it is a blessing
in disguise
(4) the United Stat a c :ai measure
of responsibility for the Brain Drain
(a) to all countries
(b) to the developing countries.
The first view holds that the storm of controversy and
publicity that surrounds the Brain Drain is a case of "Much Ado
About Nothing." The rationalisation for this Standpoint is breed
on the long history of the
. \ tion of mankind, with free men
journeying hither and yon, attract I by op;; Ltic and
congenial enviro isnts. Fro •• century to century, the center of
attraction to those seeking fulfilment or fortunes has shifted
from Egypt, to Athens, to Rome, to Paris, to London, and so on,
Scl ' traditic ally have caused concern to their governments
because of their roving ways; numerous attempts to curb the
26
Brain Drain can be found in the anna In of history. To depart
fro:n his native Crete, Daedalus had to cone up with an unusual
and innovative means of emigration. In the year 1432, the city
of Bologna dec. i d s death s
: trying to
entice university professors to accept employment elsewhere.
18
The United States has been built by f migrants and has
traditionally encouraged free run to enter the country and make
their contribution to the society. Accordingly, if it so happens
that 1 highly skill 1 are ci g i incr ' .bars to the
United States, then it simply proves, in the words of the well-
kn0Ma beer co-aercial that "We must be doing so le thing ri 1
Inis viewf de es any delibei 3 ining of foreign inanpc
and is inclined to take the approach that has been expressed by
- :
• L of tl Air.eri Counc i 1 o
f
Lec.tnea Societies, vao ad its, "Yes
,
there's a problem, but it
ion t our pioolern. T. t s their problem." A related view, as
stated by • r Bi i Drain analyst, \ Ids tl t "T is no
'Brain Drain' -- there are a number of scientists who are tab* no
what appeals to them to be better jobs that do not happen to be
et 5
: Ti fii tl ing to r 1 i z e is that it’s quite legitimate
1 g
S. Dedijer, "’Early* Migration," Too Jireie Drain,
op. cit.
, p. 23.
19
Frederick. II. Burkherdt as quoted in "how Me Loot the
Foreign Brain Market," by Martin Meyer, op, c ' t
, ,
p. 39.
27
.sc proper."
20
for them to do this. It is als<
The "internationalist" or "Cosmopolitan" view is one which
readily admits the existence of the Brain Drain, and sees in it
a great deal of benefit for all mankind. This opinion is based
on the reasoning that the increasing effectiveness of international
communication and mass madia is such that all gain to benefit from
the free flow of skills, knowledges, and manpower. Examples abound
of how the world cow. amity shares in the pioneering efforts of
individuals, groups, and centers r ' a Lvity. SS illed i
talented people from all walks of life in many countries have been
"ins . in ere ing the c i i 1 1 which great discover!
and advances in knowledge have ste ed to enhance wealth, to
21
improve health, and to bring mankind to a fuller life." It follows
naturally end logically that the greater contributions to technolog-
ical v !y 1 scientific pr gress will be made by those more
affluent nations with the capability of utilizing and developing
great resources, and providing centers of excellence. It is to these
centers that, the world’s talent::! will be attracted.
*®"The Inten hi 1 Mi" Lon of Talent and Skills,"
op.. cat . , p. 47.
21..Th e Brain Drain," Her Maj ry Of fa
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A germane point in the context of this discussion is that
progre rec gni es no national boundaries. We r ' '
. well z '
what Columbus 1 impact on the world would have been if he had rot
left Italy ror Spa in; what of radium bed Marie Curie remained in
Poland, of the tel phc e had Bell staj d in Scotl nd, of radio if
Marconi had not emigrated to England, of atomic science if
Rutherford had stayed in Mew Zealand and Fern i had stayed in
Italy; then there is Einstein, there is Werner von Braun - and
the list is endless. Dr. Raymond Foodie’:, former President of the
Rockefeller Foundation, spoke on this same theme in the dark days
of World War II, when he reminded Americans that :
An American soldier wounded on a battlefield in
the Far East ewes his life tn the Japanese
scientist, Kites?. to, who isolated the bacillus
of tetanus. A Russian soldier saved by a blood
transfusion is indebted to Lands teiner, an
Austrian ... a British aviator in Worth Africa
escapes death from surgical infection because a
Frenchman, Pasteur, and a German, Koch, elaborated
a now technique. In peace as in war, wc 1 re all
beneficiaries of contributions tc ' 1 '
by every nation in the world . - 2
Still in the context of this vi poi , it is not
that there are no ways in which a nati i i bet
people emigrate. There is no longer any need to provide education
for the i and their children, or to supply feed, ensure housing
^Roekefell Fc latic An 1 Rej :t, 1944, pp. 9-10.
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acc :
-
• 1th /it
,
or afford welfare
coverage. It often I p j tl t the ex;: tri i .
or oth r c 1 to their fri I and relatives in
the home country. The amount of this support is often consi-
derable, and is invariably greater than could have been possible
had these individuals not emigrated.
It. does no c. necessarily follow that the emigration of a
well educated or highly qualified person represents a loss to
h
r
.j Ik co » If is an unfortunate fact of l ife in, some
countries t k. _ c*..
_ t un sophisticated s’;? 11s £ not n d
»
even v. no.i needec
,
are often not used. Surprisingly * - ' .• s,
there are numerous poor countries chare there is "an excess
supply of the highly educated or the univers i ty-d agreed and a
23
surieit of high specialisation." Kenneth \I. Thompson,
Vice President of the rockefeller Foundation, has examined vhnt
he calls the "melancholy experiences" of t ' . ' ar< u ble to
find rewarding outlet:; for their abilities. He reports o r situa-
tions where "writers became clerks; economists, bank tellers;
and sc ; ti
,
sale n. Cof f . '
.
_
i
24
with economically displaced lawyers
,
accountants, and teachers."
23
V. M. Dandekar, India - Sore Case Studies," Thekrain
Drain, op. cite
,
p. 222,
24
"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,"
op. cl t
. ,
p . 65.
50
Research conducted in India in 1961 revealed that over
10 percent of all scientific and technical personnel wore uner.i-
ployed
,
and close to 20 percent were being employed in other
cap r ’ cl 1 for which they we qualified. 25 Anoth
survey turned up the fact that the Philippines had 35,000
college graduates without jobs, a id tl i I a in 1961,
A0 percent of the engineering graduates were still without
en^iitCCi. xng employ ..lent after 13 months of looking. ° One present
vit
-
’
" holds that emigration is beneficial in providing a
safety valve. The outflow relieves pressure, especially when
if is those who are perhaps r oot prone to frustration and resiles:
ness who will emigrate. The net result of this is often that
"uppitj people ar di 1 away f re they could end would
make esun.ol isnod people less secure end this a 'Co to national
27
c (--.t,.* 1 11
L ’
S vflJj.il ,
Ashok I hi, "India’s 'Brain D in' and Int
national worms," c;^ erf,, p. 10.
°
The Timas
.
I oaf on, July 26, 1965.
27
p. 217.
FunyaSlcka Roy as quoted in Tine Brain Brow., on, cifc
.
,
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A finnl '’advantc.g a" which is identified by having a free
flo;/ ° r ; is tV '- re iltins f ' the reti i of r :i
to thei* c :i\ ho a6l.ar.ds
. This applies obviously to foreign
s • '
-
- 50 ' ’ '
.
t i ii idua Is cc ' ' ' -
permanent loss to their hone countries. The concept of migra-
tion is essentially imprecise, if for no other reason than the
f " c " that in ? change. I Lgr nts of all walks of lif
of all natic iliti
,
wl >ther r rali i United States citi
0i: not
»
c
‘
’dr decide to return to their c y of origi. .
Max. tin 1 j y
e
i. re tors to tms point when he says that "many
c ; 1 that they gain more by the traffic tl ’ y 1
by the omm. host of the foreign students do go he. is, and so do
mutiy Ox the scientists a; d engineers vho cone here on insnigrant
„?3
visas.
In this regard, it might be topical to conjecture as to
the personal and professional acclaim that would have come to
Dr. Christ ' I rd, the world-renowned heart surgeon, had he
not been ' 1 in the United S tat and tl r l to hi
he land. Dr. Ear
’
'
plisl ts r I 1 in i
international standing for the medical profession of South Africa;
23
Martin Hoy or, ''How We Loot the Foreign Brain Market,"
co. c.i t
. ,
p. 39.
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even the nation a*3 a whole was alile to bask in the line'ligl it
of this favorob ~ e in t e rna t ion a 1 pub 1 i c i ty
.
Without tak ing the
risk of Brain D ITa
;
in losses, such a ivantages to a r.n;r.ion VC1old
be impossible. A:ao i: her example, loss joyou;3 frora tlia Unit ed
Sta tea point of view
,
is the sui:arising ach ievement of the two
Uni ted States' tr a ined Cc..viunist Ch ir.es e sc ientists who succeed C d
in perfecting the nuclear weapon delivery system fo r he d China 29•
Our last poin t of view of the Brain Drain is the t held by
30
the United Stst es Govarment. In this ca se, cons id orabl o
con earn has bee n expres sod about the increasing rif t be tween the
poverty of the developing world and the aff luence o f th e a dva Liiced
CO'Jnitri.es; a cl £ Z r and official distinction has been in 2.de bet':reen
the: two blocs. i n this regard. there is pc reaps an excess of
irem ip truth lai the ancient Bibl leal parade :: th t :
Unto eve
fy
os.a that hath shall be gi.ven,
and he s ns 11 have in abundance;
but frovi h in that hath no t, shall bei taken
away eve:n the.t which he hnth. 31
China Got the Borah," Look, July 25, 1967.
30
Statements of Assistant Secretary of State, Ci
Frankel, and Executive Secretary, Dr. Charles V. Kidc , of the
Federal Council fo S.ci > and Techno 1 gy, bero
'
t ion and N 1 ti Subc itt - the Set
Co aittee, March 6, 1557.
31
Mat thev, XXV, 25.
33
Even though many advanced countries are vociferously
suffering considerable losses to the United States, it is well
known that they are, nevertheless, silently, yet profitably,
c
- >rbir of skillc i i pc t- f tl under-
developed countries. It is for this reason that United States
policy, though not totally unsympathetic, discounts the Brain
Drain from the developer countries as an area of primary concern.
It is recognized tnat it is the flow of talent from the developing
countries which is tarnishing the ir age of this country abroad,
anci inn. .citing the success of programs of foreign assistance.
If the United States is committed, to strengthening the national
development of friendly states, then it is imperative that the
indii j c isaole skills and vital leadership he i ’ iu the c
tries
.
Perhaps the most embarrassing exa .pie, as far as this country
is concerned, is the present . ’dical sit tio . About one-fourth
of all new interns in United States hospitals are fz ov
countries. Senator Walter Mondalc of Hi . c Hi
;
thi sit’
tion "scandalous” and ,! a national disgrace," ha pointed . that
for us to be dependent on "doctors from countries where thbus
die daily of disease to relieve our shortage of medical manpower
is inexcusable."
32
Walter F. Mondale, "How Poor Metiers Give to the Rich.,"
o
34
Tno significant change that has occurred 1 in migration
patterns to the United States lies not only in the unprecedented
rate o„ entry, but also in the fact that the level of technical
and c ' : - ’ 1 training of the i ig (aided in part by our
revised in-migration laws) has read I h ights never before
attained (or required) in our pest history. Contributing as
this does to the success of the United States economy, an obser-
vant world has become watchfully suspicious as to whether or not
tee technological gap and tbs brain drain together represent a
new form of imperialism"*
'
1 01 Unrig l measures or corrective action will have to be
taken ir such dmarge to the American image is to be repaired.
Uri t ing in the July 1966 i
_
i \ffairs
,
Cor 1 ] ; .. -
James A. Perkins stresse v/hat he and other a.utl iti have come
to recognize as being perhaps the rest crucial finding of our
century:
"One c h ' ; thi gs we h \ learned ii
the past 15 years is that investment in capital
equipment is not the single magic lever that once
p: ided and pulled, starts £ t sending eye 1
growth . . . The piv o tal f : • a r I which
zaticn process rust move is talented, skilled,
developed ran."
33
'The Problems of Success," ThhZ, December 8, 1957, p. 25
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MEAS'
Statist!
Even though
and figures at our
p rob 1 era- - os pocia.il
y
countries-
- there is
hensive statistics
and the emigr tic
is bemoaned and con
report on the topic
reports "that data
sions of the 'brain
ago, ... they were
Dr. Charles
for Science and Tec
available to the In
1
"The Brain.
Engineers and Physi
C H A P T E R III
CRrflENT 07 TUE BRAIN DRAIN
cal r actors or Extent and Cost
it is perfectly clear from the limited facts
disposal that there is a definite Brain Drain
from the point of view of the develop in ••
nevertheless a monumental lack of comp re-
and reliable oaf a on both the immigration
of these highly-qualified people. This fact
tinually re- echoed in almost every study or
. Assistant Secretary of State Charles Frenkel
to determine accurately the nature and dir
drain' arc at present insufficient. Two years
1
almost nonexis tent
Kidd, Executive Secretary of the federal Co*. il
hnology, . deplores the fact that "the resources
migration and Naturalization Service have not
Drain into the United States of Scientists,
clans," or>. cit., p, 92.
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beer adequate to pern it the preparation of data on those enterin'*
*->
tne United States and on aliens resident in this country."
Writing on this sa th 2
,
Dr. Albert Gollin of the Bur of
Social Research c iplains tl t i ' of the "brain drain
is severely limited by the paucity of reliable data ... often
compiled in 0 manner ui it bl f< lysis." Even in tl 2
British study on the Brain Drain, it is apparent that the situa-
tion v; eq H 3 satisfactory; their search for a :L-
fication turned out to be "a difficult exercise in statistical
4
detection.
In using the statistics uhich are available for study,
there are often notable discrepancies vhich complicate the issue.
For example
,
Dr, Herbert Grubel, a researcher engaged in analyzin'
this problem reports a differential of from 106 to a mere 25 in
c
reporting Sv/eden's Brain Drain losses for the period 1957-61.
Ibid
.
,
pp. 109-110.
*"The International Migration of Talent and Skills,'
op. c t
. ,
p
.
4
The Bra i n Dra in , Hcr Ma j es ty
1
s Stationery Office,
op. c i f
. ,
p. 63.
^"Brain Drain Report." (Letter
Grubel, Professor at the University of
V Tj.
,
bo Y
. j April 2, 1°:
to the Editor by Herbert
V ylvania. ) The New
37
Another authority in this area, Dr. Paul Ritterband of Columbia
University, when dealing with
. estimates of foreign students in •
the United States, cites two other autlioritati\ : .
who used the figures 35,000 and 100
,
000
,
respectively; his
personal feeling was that it had to be in the neighborhood of
6
120,000. Guesses as to the percentages of foreign students
from Asia who do not return to their homelands can be found
ranging itoe thirty percent to about ninety percent.
At the National Conference held at the University of
•Minnesota in April 1567, many of the discussants openly gave
expression to how difficult they were finding it to examine the
Brain Drain p ro o r_. i in meaningful depth because of the inadequacy
g
of the data and the resulting lack of perspective. To raise tl
level ol u '
.. g of this
_
. on, it is i for
the futur t t suf fic itly detail . ' ;lc be made availabl
of the numbers and characteristics of migrant manpower. Re ;ch
is obviously called for to contribute to a resolution of this facet
of the problem. In this regard, a somewhat humorous note was
6„The Int ernational MMigration, of Talent and Skills,"
Op._
.cJyLr 5 p. 2?
.
alter M. w.' ; •. 1 *. ale, "How• Poor Nations Give to the Rich,"
op. cit_.
s„
Higher Education ar..d the Interna tional Flew of Manpo.
eg. c it
.
,
p . 46.
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soundea ss a result of a study initiated by officials
at Pennsylvania State Univarsity who were concerned at
the high percentage of foreign students trained at that
institution who were not returning to their home countries,
inc problem was successfully solved with the momentous
discovery that most of them were being employed by Penn
,S
State!
Another study
and which underscore
a note of x
which is perhaps of greater significance
tee complexity of the issue (and sounds
to the reliability of available data)
is ttiC ii tiding tn~i_ o i. 121 visas issued to immigrant Canadians
who were former Exchange Visitors ("J" visa holders), only 11
of them were C ian born. These were the "C Ji i ; .
op.
9
"The Interi ion 1 Migration of Talent anti Skills
c i t
. ,
p . 3 3
.
Council cn Into
"Sonic Facts and Figures
Department of State, Wa
rnational, Educational, and Cultural Affairs
on the Migration of Talent arid Skills,"
shingten, D.C., March 1967, p. 91.
)
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TABLA 1
J VISA HOLDERS
r Vi l on c > A c or "i
Former Lx
,
(by country c C origin) t '.
v
'
’
:
' to the United St
after fulfilling their two-year foreign residence
requirement in Canada
July 1 - December 31, 1953
C
q
vji t
r
?_ of Origin
Argent inn 1
Australia 1
Bolivia 1
Bulgaria 1
Canada 11
China 4
Germany 2
Great Britain 2
Greece 4
India 7
Indonesia 1
Iran 4
Israel 1
Japan 1
Korea 3
Mexico 1
Nicaragua 1
Palcis i.an 4
Philippines A3
Poland 2
Portugal 1
Portuguese India 1
Thailand 1
Turkey 13
United Arab Republic 3
Yugoslavia 1
Cuba 1
Dominican Reoublic
121Total
40
Anot
. Liar study by the Nat i S :ion
brought to light the fact that out of 3,460 scieati
immigrated into th Uni 1 Stat in tl years 1S62-64, only
11
1,844 were Canadian born. The difficulties inherent in
analyzing such "doub le-movemen t" of population are evident.
It has been apparent for seme time that, as veil as Canada,
Japan (for Asians) and to a lessor extent, Mexico (for Spanish-
speaking peoples) are being increasingly used as intermedia*
"way stat i ns," "staging posts," or "parking places" f ny
who eventually settle in the United States, cnee they become
eligible for permanent residence.
Many developed countries have this temporary resource
(often permanent) of replacing and off i Brain
Drain lor: thi i of hi ' level talent from
less-developed nations. In a sense it becomes an economic
hierarchical movement which might well be construed as involun-
tary major subsidies of the r ore affluent nations by the poorer
nations. A dramatic illust ti i of this can bo seen in the ;
that Britain has lost an estimated 2,000 doctors to the United
States in recent years. Although this is an impressive statistic
^'"fhe Brain Drain into the United States of Sc
Engineers, and Physicians," op. c it
.
,
p. 5.
ieatists,
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in it If
,
a more signifi
tae additional information t'.
from Asia and Africa helping
12
Service. Britain, never thu
that has been ha les hit by
being fully aware of this on'
: perspective becoe.es possible r,;ith
L vrj.tain has about 4,000 doctors
it maintain its National Health
? 1 e s s
,
is without doubt the country
its losses to the Brain Drain, and,
-flow talent, it has, not surpri-
j ) been voci^e^ous aoout tne matter throurdi the iss redia.
In 19o6, b l itain lose to the United States approximately
2,000 engineers 1 ted h
,
and over 1,000 top level
scientists-
-these totals representing 42 percent and 23 percent,
respectively, of the i ' rsit\ pr lucti of sud prof . ' ' ,
13
In 1937, the loss of profession-], and techni 1 - k . was in tl
14
area of 42,000. Dr. Leonard P.oifrel has calculated that as a
result of st igra :icn, "Bi s a net lot of on
fifth of its annual output of technically trained people. This
is equivalent to slov.Ting cv n tl : entire nation's university system
by 20 p L*cent, or reducing the number of universities by 20 percent."
15
13Al£red Fri idly, "U. S. Laws Plug British 'Brain Drain,'"
Wa shi'i to i Post
,
Wad day
,
1 ber 6 , 1S57 , p. 22.
14 -
,
Martin Mayer, "How We Loot the Foreign Brain Market, ' op. ci
p. 3S
.
^Leonard F.cif fel
,
"Britain Campaigns to Spur Return of
Sc
i
’ e t i ts Whc Left for Jobs in U.S.," I : " 1 Ti , Jan. 3 , 13 30,
p . 8
.
rr
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Iron* 1961-66, the United States has admitted 72,000
European-born ivnigrants (i.e.
,
those intending to reside
permanently) under the cla ifica of "Profes 1, Ted ical,
and Kindred Workers." Of this total, Great Britain has been the
largest contributor with about 23,000, followed by Germany, with
auov.t 11,0-0. haurice Schumann, the French Minister of Scien-
tific Research, has estimated that since World War il, Europe
hc.^ suj.-trcu a per
..’-.- uchl toss of 100,000 high-level professionals
to too Unitea S ta K . ~ 3 his fellow countryman, Jean-Jacques Serv n-
Schr iber, tl xgh hisr lar and controversial best-seller
2 / ’ .S 11 , delivers a st fwarning to all nati
that of crucial importance in any national development, "the one
] 7
really important natural resource is gray matter." There can be
no doubt about the fact that what is a Brain Drain to other nations
turns out to be a definite "Brain Gain" for the United States.
16
P . 41.
I e ' In Dra in, Her Majesty s Stationery Office, >, c l
17
,
'Martin Mayer, "How We Loot the Foreign Brain Market,"
The Sa tutcV y Eve n i n Po s t
,
July 13, 1963, p. 33.
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Ih.'re is a very real danger in statistical interpretation
of data that by cone on the numbers oi rai •
easily lose sight of the relative rates of the migration.
Dr. Charles didd, Executive Secretary of the Federal Council for
Science and Tec : '
» s ntiates this perspective when he
cautions that :
It is important to consider migration rates
(that is, what proportion of tl high!
group r.ii 0 i c l.g) as well as tne number h.o migrate.
For example, about the same number of highly
trained people migrate to the United States from
Argentina and from Colombia. Eut Colombia has
only about a third as many highly trained persons
as Argent3.na--.for example, 7,000 engineers as com-
pared with 22,000 in Argentina. Therefore, the
effects of migration have been about three times
as severe in Colombia as in Argentina. 1 '-'1
1
- • ; snee \ ich c< be cit t of 16 Nigerian doctors
who were voi ; a hospitals in 1963; the ins
of this total disappears when one realises that this figure repr -
sents the loss of a year’s production of doctors from the country’s
only medical school--and this in i •' ti physici
population ratio is 33,000 to oat, as compared to 670 to one in
19
Other examples for the year 1962. shot; that
18
“The Brain Drain into the United States of Scientists,
Engineers, and Physicians,” om._ci_t v , p. 105.
IS
Higher Education and the International Flea of Man-
power , " oo. cit.
,
p . 82.
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the 44 re.nigra ting Doninican engineers were the equivalent of
more than teo- thirds of the country's new graduates; Chile's
c
* o - • if th of the a • 1 ly; Israel'
s
30 physicians ref sented about 42 percent of tl
to the physician, population of that nation-
-snail wonder that
the Israel:. Pr aier calls t "gj i an 3 tl e 1 ' ' t of
Education calls them "traitors." 20
Present indications are that the flow of highly-educated
foreigners, info the United States will increase to natch the
needs of the ex: li? ' y, -at least well in tl
nc: -‘- decace. luis is born out by the shortages foreseen by the
Uni. States au of I abor
. Is tic R f 1953 that i
1 concert ns are taken to increase
or more effectively utilize scientific and
technical ma.nps si b the j
decade may continue and intensify during the
r nder of th 1 50 . < . apj tl
than 765,0 ) newly trained scientists and engines :s
will beco le available to fill more than one million
openings for them be . 196 3 1970.
20
"The Brain Drain into the United States of Scientists,
Engineers, and Physicians ,"n
. c it
.
,
p. 7.
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Reinforcing this vi these f Lgurcs teflowing the
steady rise in expenditures for research and development which
do not give e /roc ace or any appreciable slackening off, and
even s uggest a strong continuing demand for a great deal of
high-q ijr, 1 *? i* v ^V '
-
-j 3 ta lenfced manpowc r
.
United Sin tes
21
TABLE 2
expenditure of research and development funds •
in various sectors, 1559-1963
$ million
Federal Universi- As so- Other
To tal Govern- Indus try ties and /% ? «-j r' Jt lfl wtu non-
meat colleges Federal profit
Contract ins ti-
Research tu-
cent r t ions
1959 12,520 1,640 9,620 680 340 24 O'
1960 13,710 1,730 10,510 830 360 280
1961 1.4,500 1,870 10,910 970 410 340
1962 15,610 2,100 11,460 1,140 470 440
1963 17,350 2,230 12,630 1,360 530 550
1964 19,180 2,840 13,51.0 1,590 630 610
1965 (preli: inary) 20,470 3,090 14 , 200 1,3/0 640 670
1966 (estiva ted) 22,220 3,260 15,400 2 , 180 650 730
1967 (es ti’.
'
ted) 23,800 3,360 16,610 2,360 680 790
1968 (esti-ea ted) 25,000 3,500 17,300 2,600 700 900 .
21 Source: U. S, National Science Foundation.
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Of particular relevance to this study are the immigration
statistics of coll g . .. I - >rs and it
j
s which are often
hidd '
— th2 heading of
-Prof i ij * lc ; . :
Kindred Workers." Tables 5l-£0o f the Appendix give. the precise
breaker--;; a o: these data by field of specialisation and specific
countries for the years 1953-67. Over thi time sp n, the m her
has been increasing gradually upwards from approximately 600 to
almost 2,000, and has paralleled the overall shifts in inmigration
sources that are evident in the general immigration patterns;
to be rr.O; e specific, there has been a considerable increase in
Asian rePr 5 stion and a dimii ishi g of tl t i pean flo .
In Oi total in;n ig tat ion, the professors and instructo;
group constitutes a very small percentage. Dr. Victor A. Rapport
est i ... . that of the 17,0DO "third preference cate M i
(in wnicn one would find Brain Dram p . el)
,
somewhere between
five and ten percent will be quite adequate to meet the needs of
22
United States institutions of higher learning. This figure
comprises no more than one percent of each year’s total immigrant
population. This statistical insignificance, ho -ever, should rot
in any v?ay be constn c 1 as a dii i tution of the i; - -. . c ;rib
tion that these talented individuals make to the teaching and
22
"David I), Henry, "University Problems in !h;o / It pt of
Te a :h Lng and P.e rrch Pers mol from Abroad," rj
Record
,
Washington, D. C. Winter 1967, p. 57.
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research £ c
. Lean colleges and uni\ it i
David D. Henry emphasises this point when he says that although
"tne number of individuals involved is thus a tiny fraction of
tuo v:nole ... their importance to our universitien~-ancl indeed
22
to our nation- -can hardly be exaggerated."
The cost of the Brain Drain to the other countries of the
world is not something that can be measured in very precise
financial terras. However, it cannot be questioned that the
inflow to the United States represents a fantastic windfall for
tnis Co. ri -'£]/ . An example of this is the calculation of Professor
Kelly Test of the University of Oklahoma Medical School that the
entry cf about 1,203 foreign medical students and d each
V - t
' t :e t t Lng to f i
,
build
,
and
operate 12 new medical schools, lie further points out that h ;
dollar value of this "reverse foreign aid" is about cu a par with
the total amount spent by this country on its public and private
24
medical aid programs to all foreign notions.
23
Loc
._
ci t_.
24
"The International Migration of Talent and Skills,"
ojy. c_i £
. ,
p. 40.
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G r 0 c Britain, 1 oi of tl ' 1 0 f
talented manpower to the Unit Sts be en understandably
troubled about this loss of wealth. Prime Minister Harold
Wilson has reported that each highly- trained individual who
has left the country represents a loss of national investment
and accr uable wealth to the tune of about $84,000, and a potential
25gain to tae American economy of as much as $210,000. What
particularly rankles in this respect is that "since many of these
emigrants enter Unit : 1 are tl ore helping
a competitor country to improve its performance, their loss, in
26
a sense, may count double." Addressing hi If to the s . :
problem. Professor IT. Johnson, a notable Cans ."Ian economist,
charges that :
If . . tic is financed in whole or in part by
general taxation of the resident population,
every eni.gr ant takes with him a gift--:...
form of the education he has received-- from the
place he leaves to the place he goes to. To put
the point another way, ti r i of i Lgr ti
gets the right to tax the high income made
possible by an educational investment it
paid for, while the region of e- igration loses
the opportunity to recoup by taxation the cost of
the educational £-• st ;nt it h 3 mao :.27
25
Leonard Reiffel, "Britain Campaigns to Spur Return o:
Scientists Who Left for Jobs in U.S.," op_. eft:. . p. 90.
26,
Itie Brain Drain, Her Majesty s Stationery Offic .
op. c l t
. , p
27njhe eco • ics of the brain drain: The Canadian case."
.
Minerva, 1955, III, p. 30.
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ke have buen coaling with a notable example as it applies
to an advances country of the world. A view of the cost of the
Brain Drain from a different angle might be obtained for the
fiscal year 1966 by noting that the value of high-level manpower
from the no ' c tries alone repi :ed a $83 million
giiL to tao United States. Or that total, more than $50 million
was the result of immigration from the 13 countries which had
been the major recipi ts of American a id-- to the value, inciden-
tally, of little more than $40 million. 2
Ihe cost to the various nations in the loss of able people
may be a simple matter of numbers in impersonal terra, but in tr.or<
human terms, there are sore more subtle costs that are less
accurately measuraole. There is, for example, the crucial loss
of existing or pot al leadership by the home coo
. This is
of particular importance to a backward nation or a "new" nation
where the loss of even one brilliant student or highly-skilled
individual can have a retrograde effect on the possibilities for
future development.
As a hypothetic 1. c paris
,
on e can speculate as to how
the early United Colonies would have fared had people such as
2s
"The Brain Drain into the United States cf Scientists
,
Engineers and Physician;; ," on. ci t
. ,
p. 7.
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Washington, Jefierson, and tha Adamses emigrate);]. The imp l? ca-
t:c:is of tne loss of this valuable "seed corn" c dre of tal
leadership are particularly evident for the developing nations,
but do have applicability to all countries whose development
would stand to suffer as a result of this siphoning off of excep-
tional individuals possessing drive, vision, and energy. A study
by the Fan American Health Organization and World Health Organiza-
tion concluded that:
Every country has a snail nuclr of persons with
the combination of leadership q lies needed for
establishing institutions and e- .-ring their growth,
productivity
,
vitality, and st*' I. ity . These insti-
tutions may be ministries, prof i.onsl parts of
ministries
,
independent institutes, universities,
or parts 01 universities. Infor .nd people in virtually
every Latin American country car name persons of out-
standing talent who have migrated to the United States.
The numbers vary from country to country and they are
small
,
but they constitute a serious blow to d eve loo
-
u ?9ment
.
The gain to the United States of this competence and creative
ability has been a '.ply illustrated. One indication of this is the
fact that about 38 percent of American- Nobel prize winners in
chemistry a ’ i ' hi] • • .
•
] in
physiology, the figure stands at about 26 percent. Another statistic
tion,
Latin
29Pan American Health Organize ion and World Health Organic.-
-
"Migration of Health Perse 1, Scientists and Engineers fre
America," Sept. 1S66
,
.Washington, D.C., p. 8.
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VjhLCh S 8 : th the high qualitj
_
:
of Sreater signifi : tl an the tot- 1 , tity, i th
fact that of the members of the prestigious National Academy of
Sciences
,
about one-fourth were foreign born.
30
Sucn Brain Drain costs not only retard the achievement
of national goals, but inevitably pose a distinct threat to the
economic and political development of numerous countries of the
free vivid. i t i s not surprising that a popular vie;; evidencing
chagri a i regr t at these seri. 1 ;ses is , ip ii ; : ir th
feeling "tl ;
-
: iia will r ai x ltl 3 in
that America may put a men on the ; con." 31
30
p. 20.
Victor Block, "Can he Stop the 'Brain Drai i'," oo,
31
Walt 3,2 Brain Drain. . c i t .
,
p. 2
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CHAPTER IV
MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS
In attempting to explain why highly-educated people
leave their own countries and immigrate to the United States,
it must be recognised that the decision to migrate is voluntary,
subjective, and based upon personal considerations and individual
circumstances
. The complexity of the motives varies in each
case in terms of many factors, such as age, sex, race, religion,
and country cf origin--to name but a few.
In surveying the literature and examining studies which
deal with motivational factors, two basic words emerge as being
fundamental reasons for the "attrahence" or magnetic appeal of
the United States; these are "opportunity" and "challenge."
By inference, one can conclude that lack of opportunity and lack
of challenge were expellant or "push" factors in impelling these
individuals to join the Brain Drain flow. With regard to the
home country, there is a whole series cf "push" forces which
contribute in varying degrees to influence the desire to emigrate.
Individual motivation underlying the decision to come to the
United States is made cn the basis of a personal balance of these
negative expellant influences of the home country and the more
positive attrshent or "pull" factors which draw professionals to
53
the United States. It should be pointed cut ttjat the latter are
not in any sense deliberate attempts to attract immigrants any
more than the "push" factors are intended to encourage people to
leave; these forces are simply natural outcomes of the conditions
tnat exist in the various countries and the consequent effect of
these conditions on the economic, political, and intellectual
life of the nation.
In seeking to throw light on the reasons why migration of
Erain Drain personnel occurs, it will suit our purpose to isolate
the chief factors which are primarily responsible for creaf'n®
the attractiveness of the United States and at the same time
indicating possible sources of dissatisfaction with the home
country. This we can do by considering the motivational influences
as falling into five different categories: economic, professional,
political, socio-cultural
,
and personal. As well as there being
an inevitable complexity of motives in each case, of necessity
tnere is consioeraole overlap between and among the areas encom-
passed by these categorical headings.
The economic reasons are primarily financial and reflect
not only the salary differentials, but also the rate of taxation,
the cost of living, and the standard of living. In financial terms,
a highly-qualified immigrant can command a salary in the United
States which will be substantially higher than that which he would
54
recei\ e in a similar position in his home country; in terms of
standard of living and purchasing power, it can represent anywhere
from two to five times as much, depending cn the country of origin.
An article on tne Brain Drain in The Springfield Union cites this
vide opportunity differential by reporting that "an Englishman
aiming at a take-home income or $20,000 a year in his mid-forties
has a one in 200 chance or getting it. In America his chances are
1
one in four."
It is apparent that the attractive prospect of personal
affluence and relative prosperity has a strong appeal to those of
all nations who feel that the salaries they are receiving in their
home countries are at unrealistic levels; they have been expressing
their displeasure in increasing numbers "with their feet." The
point made in Nature that "money by itself could do a lot to cure
some of the problems of emigration," is borne out by the observa-
tion in The New Statesman that the problem is "largely a simple
question of money /because o_f / a salary scale rooted in a vanished
past, V7hen it was considered right for professional man to live on
3
bread and cheese and eschew marriage until middle age."
"Britain Suffers Enormous Losses." Springfield U nion
Mass., December 13, 3 967.
2
Nature
,
September 24
,
1966.
3
New S tatesma n, August 26
,
1966 .
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Another point of significance with regard to money, is that
it is sometimes as important not only in terras of what it can buy,
but because or tne pressure it relieves. As one immigrant scientist
who accepted a position in the Midwest at almost three times his
previous salary piu it, I always used to wonder in England how I
could raise money to do the things I want to do and my wife and
my little girl want to do - I had to lcoh on my job as a way to
4
make money.... Here I never even think about money."
There can be no doubt but that in financial terms, the
United States offers not only opportunities but also prospects and
incentives which most of the other countries are either incapable
or unwilling to give.
The professional reasons for migration are often closely
allied to the economic reasons. These would include superior
educational and occupat ional facilities, better working conditions,
more challenging participatory opportunities (especially in research
and development projects), greater professional prestige and status,
and the chance to associate with outstanding men in a particular
field of specialization. One pertinent view holds that "a current
fallacy is that 'brains. go where money is.' In fact, brains go
where brains are. Erains go where there is a challenge. Brains go
Martin
quoted in "How We Loot the Foreign Brain Market"
e r
,
In e Saturday Even in a _P'ost , July 13, 1958, p
.
by
38o
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where brains are valued for intellectual as well as practical
achievement
The reverse side of the coin, so to speak, is that cany
countries are prevented, for one reason or another, from supplying,
the necessary resources and providing the prerequisite occupa-
tional climate which makes for minimally acceptable professional
conditions.
Many poorer countries are particularly guilty of both
inisassignrnent and nalutilization of their available talent.
Often the lack of receptivity to change is such that innovation
and change are inhibited, thus lowering professional horizons and
providing conditions conducive to frustration and dissatisfaction.
Such fe--lingo cuten result from the repeated bureaucratic rejection
of new approaches or imaginative techniques; this is especially
prevalent when these innovative proposals are suggested by such
uputaic midale class people as scientists and engineers, as is
often the case; the entrenched establishment often sees this
uppicy nouveau intelligentsia as posing a disquieting threat to
the status quo. An awareness and comparison of the alternative
opportunities will readily explain why so many highly-educated
Science, 150, 3692, October 1, 1965, 11.
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people c.:p.G3s their vote of confidence in the American way by
coming to this country and making it their permanent homeland.
The political reasons for migration ere usually the result
of dissatisfaction with the constraints imposed by the regime,
and have their seeds in ideological incompatibility. There are
two facets tnis aversion which have resulted in significant
numbers of Brain Drain personnel immigrating to the United States;
on the one hand we have politically unstable countries such as
Argentina and Iraq, and then there are politically stable but
uncongenial environments such as in the cases of Spain and Haiti.
Sometimes a new situation will develop which will have
considerable repercussions on the expellnnt or "push" factors,
with a resulting large exodus of people to the United States.
Two dramatic illustrations of this in the recent past have been
the Hungarian Uprising of 1956, and the fall of Cuba to the
Communist world in 1959. Less dramatic, but no less real, is the
emigration of those v;ho fear personal persecution because of their
lack of political identity with the prevailing regime. This is
particularly true in the case of those from countries following
Marxist doctrines, and in the case of those from certain poor
European states, some of the "new" nations of the world, and many
of the underdeveloped countries. "Examples abound unfortunately
to document the point. Enrico Fermi came to the United States in
against Italian fascism, Albert Einstein as aprotest refugee from
58
German Nazism. During the period of the Nazi adventure, Germany
and Austria also lost such Nobel laureates as Born, Debye, Chain
Krebs, Liprnann, Loevi, von Hess, Perutz, and Schroedinger-
-
scientists who had become 'surplus.'" It is interesting to note
in this r egard that trie United States does not have an unblemished
record. At the height of McCarthyism in the 1950's, this country
practically expelled a Chinese scientist naned Tsien Hsue-shen
who had been trained at the California Institute of Technology;
less than a decade later this same scientist working with another
U. S. trained physicist would perfect a nuclear weapon delivery
system for the Red Chinese. Doubtless there were others at
that time in our nation's history who found the political climate
of the United States uncongenial to the progressive continuity of
their professional efforts.
The socio-cul tura l reasons for migration are to be found
imbedded, as the term implies, in the culture of the particular
society. To be a member of a subcultural minority group--and no
country in the world is wi thout one--often means that one is in an
occupational strait jacket; for an individual in such a position,
it becomes unrealistic to aspire to a position which is in line
^Walter Adams, The Brain Dra in
,
MacMillan Co., New York,
1963, p. 259.
^"How China Got the Bomb," Look
,
July 25, 1967.
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with his abilities and potential. What
,
for example, v;ill be the
future prospects of a highly intelligent Egyptian Jew, a devout
Christian in a Communist country, a Peruvian Indian, or the son
of an Indian "Untouchable”? In most countries of the world, more
importance is attached to "who" you are than "what" you are;
ability or talent cannot negate the reality of tribe, race, caste,
religion, family, class level, or national origin. It is ironic
that a high incidence of this type of discrimination is to be
found in the underdeveloped countries of the world. Can a nation
like Nigeria afford to differentiate between its Yorubas, Kausas,
or Ibos on any other criterion than that of merit and potential *
contribution?
Professional and occupational prestige with its resulting
impact on national status is another factor of considerable impor-
tance. For example, it has been suggested that this is a major
reason why many British scientists, engineers, and technicians
seek the "greener pastures" of the United States where they are
accorded greater professional respect and recognition. In Britain,
people in these occupations often find themselves in social li:.. o,
somewhere in the nebulous area between the "old school tie" at one
extreme and "the cloth cap" at the other. As one engineer
expressed it:
60
To bo an engineer in England is to live cn
the edge of existence. An engineer in
England is, in the popular image, a man
at the factory bench— to people with degrees
this is somewhat of a rough thing to fight.
In America ue are on more equal terns with
the other professions
The personal reasons why people leave their home countries
are subtle, less clearly definable, intangible, often psychological
in nature, but nonetheless, real. It must be recognised that, in
the final analysis, the decision to emigrate is essentially a
voluntary choice based on the subjective considerations of the
individual. It is at this level that the motivational factors
apply. One authority feels that in exploring the underlying causes
of the migration of highly-shilled manpower "we need to find out
9
why they select themselves for emigration and others do not."
The clear implication of this view has also been identified in
another study which finds "evidence that the values ar.d motivation
of the emigrant, especially the wore highly talented, differs some-
what from that of the person who ordinarily stays at heme."
8
The. Brain Drain
,
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, on. cit
p. 93.
"The Inte
op. c it. , p . 51.
p. 8
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What then are these differences that affect migratory
. i. a a j. e io no douoi. that many immigrant members of
the Brain Drain give evidence of an inner restlessness, high
aspiration, a spirit of adventure, a desire to seek new experiences
and to meet new challenges, and an inner drive to achieve self-
fulfillment through the utilisation of personal abilities and
talent . A Brain Drain study of 517 foreign scientists, conducted
by Dr. James Wilson of the University of Pittsburgh, turned up the
fact that "interestingly enough, 77 percent of these people were
not recruited. They themselves took personal initiative to come
here ... they did something to institute their coming to America."
11
Substantiating his bal
traits is Dr. Wilson's
that seemed to emerge
ref in the importance of these personality
contention that "The most interesting thing
from the study was the fact that the causes
of these people's immigration ... seemed to be a matter of person-
ality."
12
There is no doubt that for many, migration provides the means
by which routine and stagnation can be replaced by stimulation and
change. For younger people particularly, and here it might be
pertinent to note that the average age of the sample used in this
study turned out to be 33 years, the prospect of foreign employment
11
"The International Migration of Talent and Skills,"
op . cit
. ,
p. 49.
12
Ibio_.
,
p. 50.
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is understandably attractive. Not only can one achieve a sense
of adventure, but one can satisfy a thirst for travel, and at the
sarae time find temporary (or permanent) relief from an uncongenial
environment- -whether it be climatic or otherwise. In this regard
we should not overlook the prestige factor invariably attached to
work abroad; this often "has an aura of glamor about it. In fact,
the less developed the nation, the greater the glamor." 1 ^ In the
primary context of this study-- that of college teaching--this
might to some extent explain the fact that even though "some profes-
sionals from developing countries have become professors of great
distinction, many others are at smaller colleges and schools which
in the United States could not retain accreditation without
obtaining Ph.D.'s whose supply from native graduates is inadequate.
The United States still has for many foreigners the image
conjured up in the once popular admonition, "Go West Young Han."
Perhaps it is this appeal of being a "young nan's country" that
attracts those who would prefer the prospect of working in a society
which purports to value ability more than seniority. In many countries
of the world, the ambitious individual is often frustrated because his
13
"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,
"
op. eft., p. 95.
^"Outflow of Trained Personnel from Developing Countries,"
oo. cijt., p. 50.
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"advice nay be sought but /he/ is never in the true sense
consulted. In other words, he is not encouraged to take part
in tne Wicer a o p e c _ s o_ ... policy and planning." " Those resident
in the United States enjoy greater opportunities for participation
and involvement in all aspects of society, and this applies not only
to the young but also to the "young in heart." This can be illus-
trated by the case or a retired Oxford professor who came to the
United States in his seventies, and expressed the view that
"It's wonderful . I'm still teaching ... still actively engaged.
Recognizing the importance to individuals of this "sense of involve-
ment," the British Study of the Brain Drain recommends that this be
considered "an essential component of the attractive environment
which must be created, if a positive solution to the brain drain
is to be found.
Feelings as to the worth of education as it relates to one’s
own advancement are to be found grounded in a personal and individual
value system. Proceeding from this premise, we might have a partial
v.The Brain Drain, "Her majesty's Stationery Office ," on cit .
,
p. 54.
p. 50.
p. 54.
16„The International Migration of Talent and Skills," op. cit. ,
^The Brain Drain, "Her Majesty's Stationery Office," op . cit. ,
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explanation for the fact that "not only foreign students but
their professors are crossing the oceans in a steady flow called
18
the 'Brain Drain,"' In this context, there might well be a
pertinent message in John Dewey's expressed belief that "democracy
without education is hypocrisy without limitation."
Being younger, and often single, when they enter the
United States, it is understandable that romantic and family
considerations will loon large as personal factors in determining
how permanent these immigrants will become in their adopted country.
Although one cannot generalize with safety in this area, one can
expect that marriage to an American wife would tend to have the
effect of encouraging the immigrant to stay in the United States,
especially if added to this is the consideration of children who
may have started their schooling. This latter point, of course,
would be applicable whatever the national origin of the wife
happened to be.
Although perhaps the least readily calculable or identifiable,
the complex of personal factors that underly motivational decisions
to migrate should not be underestimated. According to Dr. James
Wilson of the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Business:
^"America on the Brighter Side," U. S. News and World_ R c^c_r_t
,
Washington, D. C,, September 1933.
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Even given all the attention to push-pull
factors, the sociological and economic
items which are important, I think we’re
not going to_get to the nut of the
/_3rain Drain/ until we go further with
sorting out the personalities of these
people.
^
^' !The International Migration of Talent and Skills,"
op. c i t o
, p . 51.
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CHAPTER V
IMMIGRATION LAWS AND THE BRAIN DRAIN
One of the many factors which has added a stimulus to the
immigration of Brain Drain personnel into the United States has
been the enactment or the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965.
The passage or this important act contained provisions for a two
and a half year transitional period before becoming fully effec-
tive on July 1, 1968.
The Immigration and Nationality Act is of particular signi-
ficance in that it marked the abandonment of the traditional and
controversial quota system based on the discriminatory criterion
of national origins. Under this system each foreign country out-
side the Western Hemisphere had been allotted a certain number of
immigrant visas annually, based on the proportion of people in
the United States in 1920, and as a result of this arrangement,
about seventy percent of all visas went to just three countries:
the United Kingdom (65,631), Germany (25,814), and Ireland
(17,756). It is somewhat ironic that the number who did immigrate
from these countries to the United States was relatively small,
it being the usual case for most of the available quota places
to go unused. The new system is no less controversial, but for
different reasons, as is expressed by Senator Walter Mondale of
Minnesota who feel's that •
...the national origins quota system was a shameful
form of discrimination. We place high value on
the free movement of individuals between nations
...especially if we need their talent and skills.*-
There is no doubt that the present immigration policies of
the United States (as well as those of many of the more advanced
countries) are based on considerations of national needs in terms
of manpower requirements. The immigrant "brawn" which served
a vital need for centuries is now both obsolete and burdensome
as far as the American economy is concerned; it is not an accident
that the word "Brain" exists in the term "Brain Drain." Quite
clearly, one of the chief reasons for the liberalization of the
immigration laws is to enable greater selectivity of highly
qualified manpower, while at the same time relegating the less
skilled to lower priorities. Discrimination by national origin
has been replaced by discrimination based on education and ability
With the lofty thoughts in mind which are expressed on the base of
the Statue of Liberty, Cornell President James Perkins writes that
we have gradually changed our immigration laws to
reduce the inflow of unskilled help, so badly needed
in the last century, in favor of the skilled help
we now require. It is no longer the call to
'Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses';
now we ask for your alert, your privileged, your
brainy, your talented.
“
^"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,"
op. cit.
,
p
.
84
.
James Perkins, as quoted by Victor Block in "Can We Stop
the ’Brain Drain'?" Co . cit
. ,
p. 21.
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It is somewhat paradoxical that our traditional American
"Open Door" policy of immigration has taken this distinct
Orwellian turn so that it is now much "more open" for some than
it is for others, or as Senator Mondale puts it, "Our principle
of free movement is certainly a more convenient principle for
3
the gainers than it is for the losers."
In place of the national quotas, the new immigration laws
have substituted a series of "preference categories," each of
which has set numerical limitations. From trie Brain Drain point
of view, the one most pertinent to this study is the "third
preference" category. By definition :
The third preference category consists of
qualified immigrants who are members of the
professions or who because of their excep-
tional ability in the sciences or the arts
will substantially benefit the national
economy, the cultural interests, or the
welfare of the United States.
In this category, the law stipulates that a maximum of
17,000 highly qualified and skilled applicants and their families
be admitted into the United States annually. Generally speaking,
almost any professional in possession of a bachelors degree would
qualify for inclusion under this provision.
^"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,
o p. cit.
,
p. 85.
^"T’ne International Migration of Talent and Skills, —
c
--~-
p. 95.
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Broadly speaking, it must be recognized that there are
two categories of aliens who enter the United States--immigrants
and nonimmigrants. The- former enter with a visa entitling them
to permanent residence in the United States, with the word
permanent having tne legal definition of "a relationship of
continuing or lasting nature. ' From the Brain Drain point of
vio>^, immigrants wno are from the ranks of the professions, or
are in skilled occupations, are classified under the term
"Professional, Technical and Kindred Workers." In Fiscal
Year 19o6, for example, out of a total immigrant population
of 323,040, this group comprised 30,039 (or 9.3%) and consisted
of such people as scientists, doctors, engineers, lawyers, techni-
6
cians, professors, teachers, writers, and social workers.
Particularly pertinent to this study in actual and relative terms
is the figure of 1,186 professors and instructors.^
In looking at the national origins of these thirty thousand
skilled immigrants, we find that in excess of 70 percent come from
the more advanced countries of the world, such as those of Europe,
gCanada, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan. Statistical trends,
^David D. Henry, on . cit
.
,
p. 56.
^Appendix: Chart; 1
? p»131»
^Appendix: Chart; 2, p.lp2.
^Appendix: Chart; 3} P*lc3»
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however, indicate that increasing numbers have \been and will be
9
coming from the less developed countries. One effect of the new
immigration laws will be to reinforce this tendency.
Turning to the second group, the nonimmigrants, we find
that these are people in possession of one of the following three
kinds of visas for temporary visitors to the country: "F"
,
"J"
or "H." The theory behind the admission of these visa holders
into the United States is that by virtue of their being citizens
of "a foreign country which _/they have/ no intention of abandoning
...
_/the^/ should go home when in the normal course of events their
, r . , . .,10specified stay expires.
All of these visitors are admitted to the United States in
the finest traditions of an open society, in order that by benefit-
ting personally from the social and educational opportunities of
this country, they can then return to their home countries to play
a more productive role in the economic and political development of
that land. Hopefully, too, this returning educated group will serve
to strengthen bonds of friendship between this country and their
home countries by promoting understanding, providing insights, and
eliminating misconceptions about the United States.
^Appendix: Table 6, p.138.
10David D. Henry, op. cit. , p. 58.
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It is readily apparent that to successfully achieve these
goals, it is essential that these temporary visitors do in fact
return to their home countries, and do not join the Brain Drain
by remaining permanently in the United States. The loss factor
(approximately 6 percent), while not being enormous, strikes at
some areas more than others. Particularly susceptible are the
developing countries-
- those who can least afford to lose their
educated and skilled citizens. In this regard it has been esti-
mated that the number of Asian students who do not return is as
high as 90 percent.
1
' Speaking on this point James Perkins states
that: "We don't know the exact figures, but we do knew that the
non-return of students from Asia is of massive propor tions--par ti-
12
cularly severe for countries such as Taiwan, Korea and Iran."
At this point, it will be appropriate to consider each
of the visa categories and its implications as a contributory
factor to the Brain Drain.
11Walter F. Mondals, "How Poor Nations Give to the Rich,"
o p, c i t.
^Loc. cit
.
(James Perkins quoted).
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Year
1953 .
1954 .
1955 .
1956 .
1957 .
1953 .
1959 .
1960 .
1961 .
1962 .
1963 .
1964 .
1965 .
*Those
under
Act of
: Aliens of Distinguished Merit and
Ability (H-l Visa), Exchange Visitors (J-l
Visa), and Students Admitted to the United
States, Fiscal Years 1953-65 1
J
H-l Visa J-l Visa Students*
1,949
4,774
4,497
4,554
4,582
5,352
5,987
7,431
7,691
6,814
7,168
6,272
8,295
12,584
15,260
16,077
17,204
17,849
20,349
24,293
25,233
24,346
26,977
30,002
33,371
33,768
13,533
25,425
27,192
28,013
30,760
34,848
35,583
35,415
35,072
41,202
38,991
44,952
50,435
students admitted during the years 1953-65 are nonimmigrants
ection 101(a) (15) (F) (i) of the Immigration and Nationality
June 27, 1952.
13
David D. Henry, o p. cit.
,
p‘. 53.
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The "r" visa is issued to nonsponsored foreign students
who normally pay their own way to tne United States but who are
expected to return to their home countries on completion of their
studies here. These students have no specific limitation on the
amount of time they can stay in this country, and they can adjust
their status if they so desire to that of permanent resident.
From 1962-57, 231,295 such students entered the United States
and, of that number, 19,354 (or 8.37.) did adjust their status to
14
that of permanent resident.
Holders of "J" visas are those who come to the United State
under one of the "Exchange Visitors Programs." The two legal
enactments which provide the basic authority for the conduct of
these programs are The Information and Educational Exchange Act
of 1948 (The Smith-Mundt Act) and the Mutual Educational and
Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (The Fulbr ight-Hays Act). It is
important to note that all aliens entering the country under the
"J" visa are officially sponsored, either by an approved private
agency or institution, or by a government agency. All of these
Exchange Visitors are not students, however; some of them are
fully qualified, experienced professionals with high standing in
their fields of specialization.
^Appendix: (jhcUTo p.lyd-.
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411 J visa-holders have a legal time limitation on
their educational and cultural experience in the United States
which requires them, not only to leave the country, but also to
remain abroad for a two-year period before becoming eligible
for re-entry as an immigrant or permanent resident. This provi-
sion is important if the integrity of the Exchange Visitor Pro-
grams is to be maintained, and if the intent and basic purpose
is to be upheld. The official point of view of this two-year
foreign residence requirement is "to prevent the Exchange Visitor
Programs from becoming a stepping stone to immigration and to
insure that the Exchange Visitor makes his new knowledge and
skills available to his countrymen and his country, and promotes
understanding of the United States.” 15 Writing on this issue in
the Saturday Evening Post , Martin Mayer suggests that :
up to now, the only official American contribu-
tion to slowing the inflow of foreign talent
has been a special '
J
1
visa for some foreign
students, requiring them to leave the country
when they leave school. This does in fact
persuade some students to go home who might
otherwise have stayed.
^
^"Some Facts and Figures on the Migration of Talent and
Skills," op . cit
.
,
p. 11.
^Martin Mayer, "How We Loot The Foreign Brain Market,"
op. cit.
,
p. 41.
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It is possible, however, for a holder of a "J" visa
to adjust his noninmigrant status to that of an immigrant
vhile in the United States by obtaining a waiver of the two-
year foreign residence requirement on the basis of this being
"in the public interest," or on the grounds that this "would
impose exceptional hardship on the alien's spouse or child,
provided the spouse or child is a citizen of the United States
or a lawfully resident alien. From 1962 to 1966, out of a
total of 159,371 "J" visa holders, only 4,353 (or 2.7%) received
18
waivers of the two-year foreign residence requirement.
We can see from such figures that Brain Drain totals are not
significantly enlarged by this provision in that approximately 97
percent of temporary visitors do in fact comply with the legal
requirements of their sponsored programs. However, this does no
t
mean that they return to their home countries or previous areas of
residence. On the contrary, although the statistics are somewhat
weak in this area, it is generally recognized that considerable
numbers of Exchange Visitors do not in fact return to their own
countries, but move to a third country-- this often being to Canada,
^"Some Facts and Figures on the Migration of Talent and
Skills," o n. cit.
,
p. 11.
18
'Appendix: Chart 4, p. 134
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Japan, or to an advanced European country such as England or
Germany. This might be construed as a flaw in the "J" visa
regulations, but as yet, there are simply no known measures
a/ailaole to prevent tnis particular type of manpower flow.
There are two kinds of "H" visas, HI and H3; the latter,
being defined as an industrial trainee, 11 cannot be considered
as coming directly within the scope of this Brain Drain study,
although tnis view is in no way intended to demean those who
would be included in this indispensable segment of society.
The HI category is the visa class which consists of the foreign
scholar "of distinguished merit and ability .. .who is coming
temporarily to the United States to perform temporary services
19
of an exceptional nature, requiring much merit and ability."
Usually these nonimmigrants are experienced professionals of
high standing and established reputation. As in the case of
"F" visa aliens, there is no specified time limit on the length
of the individual’s stay in the United States, though it is more
usual for these visitors to return to their home countries in
a matter of months rather than of years. Numerically, the
percentage of them who adjust their status to that of a permanent
resident is insignificant, as can be seen by the figures for
19
David D. Henry, o p. c i t
.
,
p. 58.
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Fiscal Year 1966 when- they comprised only 185 out of a total of
*)
102,181 temporary visitors who arrived in the United States.
Returning to the new regulations of the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1965, we find that there are some significant
changes worthy of note. The new annual maximum for the Eastern
Hemisphere has been raised to 170,000, while the Western
Hemisphere limit of 120,000 is generally considered to be well
below the total necessary to meet the expected demand. An upper
limit of 20,000 has been established for any one country in a
single year.
Issuance of immigrant visas now being on a first-come,
first-serve basis has resulted in the unexpected and unintended
consequence of temporarily closing the door to Western European
immigration, and opening it wider for those countries that previously
had had very small national quotas. This unusual result can be
explained by the fact that, having abandoned the numerically
limited quotas, a decision was made to give priority to the matter
of oversubscribed quotas by processing immigrant applications in
the order of the dates when the applications were filed. Countries
such as Italy, and many Asian and African countries, have had appli-
cants on waiting lists for many years, with the result that the
total backlog of qualified professionals is in the area of 48,000.
Appendix: Table 7f p.!59» and Chart 5, p.155-
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As this can only be whittled down, according to the third-
preference category provisions, at the rate of 17,000 a year,
it is going to take about three years before applicants from
what were the "privileged countries," can expect to become eligible
, . . 21for immigrant, status into the United States. Naturally, as it
previously took only a matter of months for immigrants from these
countries to oe processed, they had no such things as over-
subscribed quotas. It is perhaps ironic justice that the unfore-
seen consequence of doing away with a discriminatory practice has
had the unintended effect of providing compensatory discrimination.
The implications of these unexpected repercussions, which
went into effect on July 1, 1963, are that the Brain Drain from
the advanced countries will be sharply curtailed for a three year
period, while the immigration of talented manpower from the under-
developed areas of the world will be greatly increased--to their
economic and political detriment. These trends have already become
evident because of the provision of the Act which allows for the
"pooling" of unused quotas so that any highly qualified profes-
sional who is eligible to enter the United States can do so within
this third-preference category. This means, in practice, that
quota numbers which go unused by the British or the Germans can
be used by Africans or Asians. The results of this have been
^Philip M. Boffey, "The Brain Drain: New Law Will Stem
Talent Flow from Europe," (News and Comment) , Scienc e , Vol. 159,
January 19, 1968.
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impressive in terms of increasing the non- European Brain Drain.
There were, for example, 54 Indian immigrants in this category
in 19o5
,
but the total increased by over 32 times one year later
22
when 1,750 were admitted. Chinese immigrants increased from
47 in 1965 to 1,321 in 1967, and the number of skilled Filipinos
shot up from 90 to 1,066 in this same period.
23
Substantiating
tnis tendency, .assistant secretary of State Charles Frankel has
reported tnat the 19o5 total of skilled Asian immigrants tripled
2A
to a total of 5,931 during a twelve month period. Data from
the United States Visa Office confirms that in Fiscal Year 1967,
approximately two- thirds of the third category immigrants were
from the Far East, the major countries of origin being:
China (4,454), India (3,224), the Philippines (2,690), and
25
Korea (1,087).
22
Walter Kondale, "How Poor Nations Give to the Rich,"
£2j_ cit
23
"Scientific Brain Drain from the Developing Countries,"
on. cit.
,
p . 16.
o/
"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,"
op. cit
.
,
p. 84.
^Philip M. Boffey, "The Brain Drain: New Law Will Stem
Talent Flow from Europe," op . cit .
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Tne impact O: tne new law and this dramatic shift in
the source of the jjrain Dram personnel have not been without
their repercussions in Congress. There are some who are
primarily concerned about the wisdom of draining the limited
talent of the underdeveloped countries, others who feel that
European professionals are more acceptable or more competent
than those who will replace them, and yet others who are
feanul of tne possible harmful effect this change could have
on American industries and institutions. When the situation
becomes more normal in about 1971, it will then become possible
by more equitably sharing the 17,000 third-category places,
to balance the distribution of visas so that there will be
opportunities for professional applicants from both the developed
and the developing nations to achieve entry into the United
States in a statistically less bizarre manner.
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C K A P T E R VI
METHODOLOGY
Procedure end Population
The purpose of the research was to conduct an investigation
into the altitudinal and motivational factors responsible for the
immigration of foreign-born college professors by means of personal
interviews- and mailed questionnaires. It being impracticable to
include the total population, it was necessary to consider meaningful
and appropriate sampling techniques. This being a nationwide study,
in order to provide broad and extensive coverage of the country,
the sample was composed of 50 Brain Drain professors on American
college campuses in each of the six regional accreditation areas
1
of the United States.
In selecting whom to include in the sample, the criterion c:
the latest available statistics of immigrant foreign professors
was used so as to ensure a representative coverage of the countries
2
of national origin of these Brain Drain personnel. The professors
'See Map, p. 82.
I
Appendix: Table 8, p . 140., and Table 9? p.141
nnnn
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1
Eh© Six Regional Accreditation Areas
( 50 questionnaires distributed in each region)
(Data from A Hernial on Certification Requirements for School Personnel in the United
States, issued by the National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Stand-
ards, National Education Association, 1964)
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from these various countries were identified b } examining the
faculty listings in the current (1968-69) college catalogs,
and determining their eligibility for Brain Drain categorization
by consideration of one or rare of the following criteria:
(1) first names of the individual professors
<2) last names of the individual professors
(3) name of the college granting the bachelors
degree (or other degrees)
(4) location of the college granting the bachelors
degree (or other degrees)
.
For example
,
by discovering in a college bulletin that a
Professor Jawahar lal Khan obtained his bachelors degree at the
University of Calcutta and his masters degree at the University
of Bombay, it would be assumed that he was a Brain Drain professor
from India.
It must be clearly emphasized that the sample for which
these 300 individuals were specially selected was stratified
simply on the basis of their national origin, in accordance with
the requirements of nationalities as listed in Table 4-
,
p. 138
3
of the Appendix. Consequently, no deliberate attempt was made
to base selection on any criteria of age, sex, race, religion,
^See also the "Breakdown of Total Stratified Sample of
300 Immigrant Frofessors by Country of Origin." Table 5 > p#137»
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academic areas, or level of educational attainment.
This stratification of the random sampling is advantageous
in minimizing the danger of statistical bias, and at the
same time it introduces a secondary element of control as a
means oi increasing precision and providing more effective
proporuio-.'-. 1 representation. In the interests of comprehensive
scope and to randomize the sample as much as possible, selection
of the respondents was structured in such a way that no more
than 15 professors were included from any one college or
university; this restriction ensured that at least four
different institutions would be used for sampling purposes
in each of the six regional accreditation areas. With the same
8 im in view, included in each area were such different types of
schools of higher education as: state universities and state
colleges, private universities and private colleges, parochial
universities and parochial colleges, and men's colleges and
women's colleges where applicable.
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In s t r u.” er.tat ion
The questionnaire consists of three sections and was
constructed in such a way as to discover personal information by
one series of questions (pages 14-3-145), to assess expellant or
"push" factors by another series of questions (pagel46)and to
investigate the underlying bases of attrahent or "pull" factors
by yet another series of questions (page 14-7) •
The attrahent items relate to the United States and are
in a sense simply the converse of the excellent items which relate
to the Hone Country. Of necessity, therefore, the former are for
the most part positively phrased and the latter negatively phrased.
To counter any possible charge of built-in bias, it should be
clarified that the underlying assumption in this regard is that
by virtue of the fact that these immigrant professors are currently
working in the United States, a decision had been made and had been
acted upon. This research, in seeking to analyze the nature and
characteristics of the various motivational factors involved,
acknowledges and accepts this fait accompli .
In order to comparatively measure the relative importance of
these two motivational influences (the attrahent factors and the
expellant factors), 12 of the questions have been matched or "paired"
in the following manner. The five general category headings are
those into which the causes for the immigration of high-level man-
power seem to fall.
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CATE I H [2 C
(Expellant r.net 3 )
Econom ic
1. Low salary and financial
incentives (No. 5)
2 . Low standard of living
(No. 11)
3 . High taxation
(No. 1)
Profession a
1
1. Lack of opportunity to develop
my ideas and abilities (No. 9)
2 . Dissatisfaction with conditions
of work (No. 3)
3 . Little opportunity for promo-
tion or advancement (No. 6)
4. Insufficient professional
recognition and appreciation
(No. 12)
Soc io-Cn lt ural
1. Low status of my position
(No. 8)
2 e Traditional "class" structure
of the society (No. 13)
L" 1 1I NI) STATE S
(Attrahent Factors)
Higher salary and financial
incentives (No. 5)
An improved standard of
living (No. 1)
Relatively lower taxation
(No. 11)
Possibility of developing my
ideas and abilities (No. 15)
Eetter professional facilities
and resources (No. 9)
Lore challenging professional
opportunities (No. 3)
The prospect of a satisfying
professional experience
(No. 6)
Higher status and social
standing (No. 13)
"Open" quality of U.S. class
structure (No. 8)
Numbers in parentheses indicate the actual number of the question
in the questionnaire (pp. 14-6 - 14-7 J •
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Pol it ical
1. Dissatisfaction with the
political situation (ho. 10)
2. Lack of personal freedom
(No. 4)
More congenial political
situation (No. 10)
Greater personal freedom
(No. 4)
Personal
1. Dissatisfaction with the
"way of life" (No. 14)
The appeal of the
"American way of life."
(No. 7)
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The factors used in formulating these questions ere from
those identified by an examination of some of the major studies
citou in tae delated Research. ine other questions, being of
a more personal and suojectxve nature, do not lend themselves
to any "pairing" system but do hold promise of provide valuable
insights into the reasons why foreign professors ccne to this
country and vhy they either remain or depart. The "paired" ques-
tions will be scaled for scoring purposes by assigning the following
arbitrary weights according to the established procedures of the
Likert Scale differential response technique:
"Of Major Importance"
"Important"
"Of Minor Importance"
"Of lio Importance"
3
2
1
0
(See Questionnaire - pages 146 and 147).
For the 12 "paired" item attitude scale, the maximum v;ould
be represented by a score of 36 and the minimum by a score of 0.
The arranging and positioning of both the 12 "paired" ques-
tions and the other questions has been randomized to prevent the
formation of biased responses. This is a prime consideration and
a necessary precaution when using Likert Scale techniques because
it is recognised that "placing all the favorably worded items first
89
may produce a tendency or set for respondents look favorably
J
upon the items as a v;hole to a greater extent £han if unfavorable
items are placed first or if the items are randomized." 5
Before being mailed out, the questionnaires were pretested
by being used as a basis for personal interviews on 24 randomly
selected Brain Drain college professors. As a result cf this
procedure, it was possible to elicit first-hand information which
provided new insights. A number of significant findings v/ere
discovered which called for the elimination of some items, the
inclusion of others, the rephrasing of a number of the questions
which were weak or ambiguous, and for some minor changes in format.
It is strongly felt that this activity v;as most beneficial in
correcting inadequacies, increasing clarity, and generally improving
the questionnaire so that it could be more easily understood and
completed by the respondents. Such revision by means of this cycle
of administration and refinement can also lay claim to increasing
the reliability of the instrument.
^Gilbert Sax, Eno iri
c
al Foe r.
d
ations of Educe £ ional R s a rc
'
\
,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engl ood Cliffs, N. J. , 1958, p. 225.
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Based on the performance of those who filled out the
questionnaire during the pretesting, it can be concluded that
respondents spent approximately 15 minutes in answering the
questions*, io cut do’.n on tue response time factor, soecial
consideration was given to ensuring that as high a percentage
of the questions as possible could be answered simply by checking
the desired response. This method has the advantage of lending
itself to objective and easily computerized scoring techniques.
This is in accord with the view expressed by Lunney that "it is
usually best to ask objective questions about situations and
behavior as an approach to attitudes, preferences and motives
6
pertaining to those conditions."
Gerald H. Lunney, "The Construction of Quest
Surveys in Education" (unpublished paper, University
setts, 1957)
,
p. 19.
ionnaires for
of Massachu-
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Dlstr ib
In order to maximize the percentage of return, the distribution
of the questionnaires was carried out in three stages.
Ihree hundred questionnaires were mailed out in early October
(19o3)
,
tc-ge trier with a covering letter explaining the purpose and
significance or the study. After a four-week period, a follow-up
letter vr j sent cut. to all nonrespondents requesting the return of
tn~_ir fo*.. ... A second copy of Lne questionnaire and a second follow-
up letter were mailed out after another four-week tine lapse.
Stamped, self-addressed envelopes were included each time the ques-
tionnaires were sent out.
It was necessary to distribute an additional 47 questionnaires
to bring the population total up to the 300 mark, on the basis of
the following findings about the recipients:
No longer in U.S. 10
Did not complete questionnaire 9
Ineligible - U.S. born 8
Moved - left no forwarding address 7
Ineligible on basis of nationality 4
Ineligible - entered U.S. before 1943 4
Did not wish to cooperate in study 3
Deceased 2
It is quite possible that sene of the nonresponse which cannot
be accounted for may be the result of further instances of some of the
above circumstances.
A p p e nd i : pp.14-2— 151 , Q u - s - j-0 n n s i r e 3 supporting letters.
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o
1
s ) out of the possible total cf 300 questionnaires
sent oul, 2j-» were returnee! - this representing a 73 percent return
which is well aoove tee average of 65 percent return for 'refutable'
questionnaire studies reported in a sample of theses, dissertations,
, _ .
.
8
an_ p
o
j. e s iona 1 articles. As a further test of the adequacy of
this level of response, it is pertinent to note the following r..san
percentages of questionnaire returns:
170 Master's theses at Indiana State Teachers College,
72 percent; 204 doctoral dissertations at Teachers
College, Columbia University, 71 percent; and 59 research
studies reported in the Jour nal of Educational Research,
81 percent.
^
The returned questionnaires, details of which are shown in Tables 10
an'1 11,and the numbers and percentages of these replies, ^ were care-
fully examined to determine if any nonrespondent bias could be
operative. Empirical evidence, however, failed to indicate any
suggestion of significant differences between those who replied and
those who did not.
g
John R. Shannon as quoted by George J. Mouly, The Sc ience of
Educational Research
,
American Book Company, Mew York, 1963, p. 255.
^John R. Shannon as quoted by Carter V. Good, Essent ials o f
Education al Resear ch, Appleton-Century-Crof ts
,
Inc., New York, 1966,
p . ^26 .
10Map 2, p. 156, and Map 5, p. 157-
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Perhaps the first and most outstanding conclusion that one
can arrive at from an examination of the respondents' replies is
the indisputable fact that as far as this study is concerned, there
is certainly such a thing as a Brain Drain.
As is shown in Table 15, an amazingly high 76.4 percent of
the sample evinced the intention of remaining in the United States
("permanent")
,
while 12„4 percent were "undecided," and only 11.2
percent intended to leave the country ("temporary") It is worthy
or note with regard to the future residence intentions of the
respondents that some who entered the United States as late as 1967
and 1968 consider themselves "permanent ." ^Table 14).
Host of the immigrants were males (89.3 percent - see Table 15),
who were in the prime of their productive years, two-thirds being
under forty years of age. The vast majority were married (87.2 percent)
with an average of three children per family, two of whom had been born
in the U. S. (Table 17 ).
It is perhaps indicative of the initiative and dynamism of these
immigrants that 81.4 percent of them paid their own way to the U.S.,
with 80.7 percent being personally responsible for initiating negotia-
tions for their first professional position in this country. (p. 163 ) •
For a comparatively youthful group, the respondents were well-
paid with an average salary cf $11,500 (Table 20 ), highly regarded
in terms of professional recognition with the median rank being that
11 Tables referred to will be found in Appendices III and
IV, pp. 153 - 191.
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of associate professor (Tabic 23 ), and well-qualified in that
83.4 percent possessed doctorate degrees (Table 22' ). Of the 195
having doctorates, 115 (58.9 percent) had gained them in the United
States as ccmparcu to uO doctorates (41.1 percent) frore foreign
institutions. Two interpretations might be placed on these statistics
either the individuals had originally come to the United States as
graduate students, or they had decided to further their studies once
established in their new positions; in either event it is clear that
the educational opportunities of the U. S. had been capitalized upon
to considerable avail.
An obvious factor in increasing the chances of retention is
marriage to an American spouse (Table 17); 4S (94.1 percent) of the
51 who had married Americans intended to reside permanently in the
United States. As might be expected, in view of the fact that this
is basically a Christian country, in terras of religion (Table 24'-),
the Christian retention rate (82.3 percent) was considerably higher
than that of the non-Christian group (69.9 percent).
The Advanced and Develooi n a; Co • • a tries
Tables 13-26 give opportunities for comparison of those from
the developing countries (56.8 percent) with those from the more
advanced countries of. the world (43.2 percent). In comparisons of
most items of these biographical data there is little of note that
is of significant difference, as can be seen in Table 26(pp . 168-171
)
Generally speaking, however, those from the advanced countries showed
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so. .ic indication o * having achieved slightly greater success and
closer integration into American society by criteria such as:
a higher rata o~ U. S. citizenship (? .6 percent as compared to
19.5 percent); a greater degree of intermarriage with Americans
(32,2 percent as compared to 19.3 percent), and slightly higher
salary ($11,830 a.s compared to $11,350) and rank (2.57 as compared
12
to 2.05). One area in which those from the developing countries
display a slight lead is in the area of professional qualifications;
84.2 percent had doctorates as compared to 82.2 percent for those
from the advanced countries. (Table 26, p.170).
1 2 ,The range from 2 to 3 being that from assistant professor
to associate professor.
I
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Treatment o f Data
It is important to recall that the purpose of this study
was to investigate the motivational effect of expellant (push) and
attrahent (pull) factors on Brain Drain personnel on college
faculties, and to determine whether or not a relationship existed
between these two sets of factors and the retention or decrement
of these individuals. The first step in seehing to investigate
this problem was an analysis of the instrument relative to these
expellant and attrahent factors.
The information contained in the questionnaires being highly
objective in nature lent itself readily to transfer to punched
cards; this greatly facilitated statistical summarisation and
13tabulation.
In order to proceed effectively with the treatment of the
data, an attempt was made to reduce the wide range of motivational
responses into more homogeneously defined items by the factor
analysis technique. The. computer program used for this purpose was
"FACTAN," developed by the Esso Corporation of hew Jersey and revised
by Professor L. E. Nightman of the University of Massachusetts (1968)
.
1
^Appendix II(pp
.
152-157 ), and Appendix III(pp. 158-173 )
•
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I
The input data consisted of 35 independent variables -
the 17 "push factor" questions (Appendix, p .146)
,
the 17 "pull
factor" questions (Appendix
,p . \L\T] ) ? and the "Future Residence
Plans" item ("permanent" "temporary or "undecided"). In conjunc-
tion with these items the following five point scale was employed
based on the assumption that "Future Residence Plans" represented
a continuous scale and not a scale cf discrete values:
5 Definitely remaining in U. S.
4 Probably remaining in U. S.
3 Undecided at present
2 Probably leaving the U. S.
1 Definitely leaving the U. S.
Table 29 gives the raw summarisation of the resulting means
and standard deviations. A true factor analysis of the 35 variables
employing verimax rotation yielded seven identifiable factors as
indicated in the Verimax Factor Matrix (Table 30) . A study of these
data was made to determine those variables with high loadings
(-0.50) on each of the seven factors. An arbitrary decision was made
to select only those items with a factor loading of greater than .50
or less than -.50. As will be observed from the Verimax Factor
Matrix (Table 30) ?the analysis resulted in good simple structure
in that no variable exhibited a high loading (greater than -.50) on
more than one factor.
The seven factors were arbitrarily but logically labeled:
Professional, Economic, Political, Personal, Status
Climate, as shown in Table 31? which also provides
fication of each significant item with high loading
Social and
detailed id en t i
-
The percentage
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of total variance that is accounted for by each of the identified
factors is shown in Table ^2 - It will be observed that of these
seven factors, the greatest percentage of variance is accounted for
by the Professional Factor (21.17 percent).
It is a point of interest and significance to note that
the seven factors empirically derived differ to some degree from
the five originally assumed to exist on a priori basis; Professional,
Economic, Political, Personal, and Socio-cultural
. In this regard,
too, it is pertinent to recall that also on an a priori basis, 24 of
the questionnaire items had been matched up to form 12 "paired
questions." Table 31 provides evidence that of these 12 pairs,
six were in fact significantly related as empirically suggested by
the respondents' replies.
Having established the seven factors by means of Factor
analysis, three separate analyses of variance were performed ("push"
factors and "pull" factors, singly and in combination) in an effort
to distinguish whether or not the mean scores for those who were
"permanent," "temporary," or "undecided," were significantly different.^
A summary of the means and standard deviations for each of these
seven factors delimited into the "push" and "puli" categories is shown
in Tables 33A-39A, with Table 4-OA showing the total statistics of
the factor scores combined. In all instances, the scores revealed a
^BMDOIV Analysis of Variance for One-L’ay Design. Version of
June 11, 1964. Health Science Computing Facility, University of
California, Los Angeles.
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difference among the means of the three groups
. To asc whether
or not this difference was statistically .significant, the F ratio
test was applied in each instance to discover the level of confidence.
It was -determined that where the F ratio was greater than 2.99,
significance would occur at the 5 percent level, and where the F ratio
was greater than 4.60, it would be at the 1 percent level. An examina-
tion of. the analysis of variance data and subsequent comparison of
the means, revealed that significance exis ted at the .05 level of
dence on five occasions •
1. Professional "Push." Factor (Table 33B, V = 3.149)
2o Professional "Pull" Factor (Table 33B, F = 3.113)
3. Social "Pull" Factor (Table 38B, F = 3 .457)
4. Climate "Pull" Faccor (Table 39B, F = 3.933)
5 . . Total "Pull" Factor (Table 40B, F = 3.930)
and at the .01 level of sign! f icance on four occasions
:
1. Total Profess ional Factor (Table 33B, F = 5.083)
2. Climate "Push" Factor (Table 39B, F = 4.650)
3. Total "Push" Factor (Table 40B, F = 4.845)
4. Combined Tota 1 Factor (Table 40B, F = 5.272)
In all these instances, the empirical evidence is sufficient to support
rejection cf the null hypothesis that these differences in the means
could have occurred by chance.
The first hypothesis of cur study conjectured that measures of
attrahent or "pull” factors which draw people to the United States are
in themselves insufficient indices for prediction of retention or
decrement of Brain Drain personnel. On the basis oc the data she n
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in Tables 33A-40A } there is conclusive -and conspicuous evidence
on vhicn to reject this null hypothesis. The fact 01 the matter
is that the scores on the "push" factors, "pull" factors, and the
combination scores of both, all distinguish significantly between
those who are "permanent" and "temporary." It is apparent that
future residence plans are related to a constellation of factors
rather than to either a "push" or a "pull" factor individually.
The second hypothesis was predicated on the proposition
that in those cases where the foreign professors saw themselves
as "permanent" in the United States, there would be evidence of
both greater "push" factor scores and "pull" factor scores, whereas
in the cases of those who did not plan to remain in this country,
both of these sets of scores would be significantly less. An
examination of the mean scores of Table 40A
,
(and also of Tables
33A—39A J Reveals a common pattern that is evident throughout the
data; namely, that the means for the "permanent" group exhibit signi-
ficantly higher scores than do those of the "temporary" group.
This provides clear evidence as a basis for acceptance of this
hypothesis.
With regard to the "undecided" group, the mean scores tended
to be very similar to those of the "permanent" group; this is sugges-
tive of the fact that these individuals represent a similar popula-
tion. It might be hypothesized that the majority of those in the
"undecided" group will at some later date make a decision to remain
in the United States and will tnen in fact become pe_i. - >.-n‘c
.
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As a safeguard of the validity of the statistics, and in
order to check the data, a contrast among the means was conducted
using the Scheffe Method of Multiple Contrasts. 15 (See Tables 41-49)
This procedure revealed that the means for the "permanent" and
undecided" groups were equal, while the mean for the "temporary"
group differed significantly in that it was considerably less than
the other two. Out of the possible 24 instances (3 means in each of
Tables 33A-40A), this trend held true for 22 of the cases. The two
exceptions which are worthy of note are the Social "pull" factor
(Table 38A)
,
and the Climate "pull" factor (Table 39A). For Social
pull factor t.
,
trie observed mean of the "permanent" group appears
to be greater than the observed means of the other two groups.
However, this observed difference did not prove to be significant.
In the second exceptional instance, that of the Climate
)
^~*Sax, o p. cit
.
,
p, 422. (Computer Program by Dr. E,
Pepyne, University of Hartford, 3/28/69).
W.
MS
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"pull" factor, the data revealed that those of the "undecided" group
manifested a significantly higher mean than did those of either the
'temporary" or the "permanent" group, this again being a decided
departure from the recurring trend.
It is possible that the effects of social and climatic
attrahence
,
eitner separately or in conjunction, are the key items
responsible for the fact that those who are "undecided" have not yet
come to a point of decision as to the definite nature of their future
residence plans. Why these individuals attribute such importance to
these two items is a matter of conjecture, and certainly a pertinent
and interesting area which merits further investigation and research.
The third hypothesis conjectured that motivations of Brain
Drain personnel from developing countries would not be significantly
different from those of Brain Drain personnel from the advanced
countries. To throw further light on this question, a Stepwise
Multiple Regression Program was used in an effort to determine the
relative importance of the type of country of origin.* ^ Altogether,
the input data consisted of 53 independent variables, made up of the
17 "push" items, the 17 "pull" items, and IS items relating to
*^BM002R. Stepwise Regression Version of June 2, 1S64.
Health Services Computing Facility, University or California,
Ios Angeles.
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biographical data. The fact that in the final summary equation
the variable of "Advanced or Developing" was listed in rank order
as Number 51 (cut of 53) and added a mere .03S in terms of variance
provides no basis on which to reject the null hypothesis.
Another reason for using the Stepwise Multiple Regression
was to identify those variables which singly or in combination
would suggest reasons for retention or decrement, and possibly
provide the basis for predictive formulae. This investigation is
in line with what were considered to be "pertinent questions"
ancillary to the main hypothesis. After 12 steps, the addition of
another variable added less than one percent in explaining variance
in terms cf future residence intentions (Table 30 ). At this point
a Multiple Correlation Coefficient of +0.60 was attained. By the
use of these variables in the equation, it now becomes possible to
predict retention or decrement in terms of the 5 point scale as
listed on page 97 • The correctness of this prediction would be
accurate two out of three times within
_
0.92 (standard error of
/''V
estimate). The potential of this predictive ability has definite
utility in identifying those who would be "permanent" or "temporary.'
Further research could well modify and improve upon this approach to
increase the precision of the predictive range.
Another of the "pertinent questions" originally posed related
to whether or not one or more of the five categories (established
on an a pr iori basis) would play a dominant role in influencing the
motivations of these skilled immigrants. As has already been
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explained
,
analysis of the data resulted in th\ identification of
not five, but seven, categories of significance; of these seven,
empirical evidence points irrefutably to the Professional factor
as being of outstanding importance. As can be seen by the statistics
of Table 33B
,
this factor stands out as being of special significance
in terms of its expellant or "push" effect, its attrahent or "pull"
effect, and also in terms of its overall effect. The prime importance
of the Professional factor is also borne out in a less sophisticated
manner by the raw data tabulations of the responses to the question-
naire items by the respondents' considered opinion as to whether
they were seen as being "Of Major Importance," or "Important"
(Tables 27 28 ) .
The implications of this finding for those countries which are
Brain Drain losers need hardly be elaborated upon. With this knowledge,
governments and organizations interested in reducing their Brain Drain
losses could arrive at a more confident decision when faced with such
a problem as how to use up their limited financial resources. It is
doubtless a common occurrence for institutions and agencies abroad
to be faced with the dilemma of how to spend whatever money is avail-
able- -should it be used to raise salaries, provide recreational
facilities, beautify the surroundings, buy equipment and supplies,
broaden fringe benefits. renovate premises, add new buildings, etc..
An awareness of
practical utilit
a definite idea
the prime importance of the professional factor has
y in dealing with such specific cases in that having
of what factor should be given special consideration
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provides a priority of criteria and a basic framework for action
guicelinos. It is obvious that special measures are called for
ln th£ horna countries Lo u?§rade employment conditions and facilities
so as to Provide an atmosphere more conducive to professional satis-
faction.
The only other fro categories which manifested definite
significance were, somewhat unexpectedly, both "push" and "pull"
factors of climate, and less surprisingly, the social "pull" factor.
The somewhat nebulous nature of these influences is such that it is
difficult to make meaningful recommendations for possible corrective
measures tha u tne home countries could adopt.
The climate factor is based on a more favorable opinion of
weather conditions in the United States. It is hard to generalize
when dealing in such wide areas as the range of world climates,
but one poin<_ that strikes this author is the fact that although
w_ather conditions in tne Lnited States may be no better (and may
in fact even be worse for some immigrants), they are, by virtue of
tne way of life, a lot less noticeable. Because of the environmental
control established by such things as air-conditioning, centrsl-
h easing, and tne automobile, it no longer becomes a frequent experience
to have to suffer through cold winters or hot summers, or to have to
walk (or wait for buses or trains) in the rain, wind, cold, or heat.
Also, in tne United States, one is less dependent on the weather for
one's entertainment and recreation, there being a choice of indoor
facilities for tennis, golf, bowling, etc., not to mention the
universality cf television.
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Ihe fact that the attrahence of the social factor proved
significant repres nts a vote of confi e in the "open” quality
of the American way of life. This suggests that in the popular
image of these immigrants
,
impressions and opinions about life in
the United States were highly favorable. This conjures up and
adds validity to the traditional concept of the "land of oppor-
tunity" as exemplified by the Statue of Liberty with its shining
beacon of hope and promise. Over a century ago, the Reverend Dr.
John Todd wrote on this theme when he advised would-be immigrants
no t to go i_o tne United States unless they considered themselves
to be
:
. . . men of industry, men of intelligence,
men who only want opportunity and materials -
with which to work. It is not the place for
drones
,
labour
kindd o.
or those who want to live without
such are not welcomed
,
but the right
men arc welcomed with a cordiality
that is beautiful. i7
17Anthony Michaelis, "Where the Brain Drain Ends,"
Daily Tel egraph., London, February 2, 1968.
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C H A ? T E R VII
PROPOSALS FOR REMEDIAL ACTION
If we are to proceed on the premise that the Brain Drain
is simply a fact of 11£e and chaE u does not consEUuEe a proU^
for the United States, then there is little reason to be concerned
about seeking remedies and solutions to this migration phenomenon.
However, if we are to agree with Dr. John Shearer of Pennsylvania
State University that "the movements of high level human resources
to a great extent account for the persistent and often widening
gaps between rich and poor areas,” 1 then we must acknowledge that
the Brain Drain represents a serious detrimental blow to American
efforts to assist the poorer nations of the world. Consequently,
an accelerating Brain Drain inevitably compromises United States
foreign policy objectives and foreign assistance programs by running
counter to our professed goal of aiding national states in their
economic
,
social, and political development. In the words of
Assistant Secretary of State Charles Frankel, this is "one of the
steady, trying, troublesome diplomatic issues confronted by /our?
?
government
.
1
John Shearer as quoted in "Can We Stop the Brain Drain?"
by Victor Block, op . cit
.
,
p. 19.
2
Charles Frankel as quoted in "How Poor Nations Give to
the Rich" by Walter F. Mondale, op_. cit .
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If we are to conclude that the Brain Drain is a problem
both for the United States and for the other countries of the
free world, then complacency must give way to serious concern and
positive action. Remedies and solutions must be sought, and
suggestions and recommendations made. There are many avenues of
approach which hold out some promise of amelioration of the situa-
tion. Inevitably, however, the twin questions arise as to what is
to be done and who is to do it. The obvious answer to the first
question is that the flow of highly skilled nationals to the
United States must be reduced if not eliminated. The answer to
the second part of the question is less clear. There are those
in the United States who feel that it is not "our" problem but
"their" problem; the opposing point of view is a popular one in
those countries which consider themselves to be the "losers."
These nations are frequently "most bitter in their denunciation
of the United States for its failure to devise and impose restric-
tive measures to reduce or to halt completely the international
mobility of the talented and skilled." 3 On both sides of the fence
we have "aggravated parties looking to the 'guilty' sectors ... for
the initiation and implementation of measures that .will effectively
4
counteract the present flow patterns." It is as if both sides are
defensively "passing the buck" by seeking a convenient scapegoat
3
"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,"
op. c i t
. ,
p. 93.
4
Ibi d.
,
p . 90
.
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to blame for the existence of the problem.
The measures that can be taken, both witfhin and outside the
United States, are only limited by the resourcefulness and imagina-
tion of those seeking to mitigate the detrimental consequences of
Che Brain Dr,m. There are many avenues of approach which hold out
some promise of amelioration of the situation, and these are
applicable at a number of possible levels of influence or control;
meaningful action could be implemented by one or more of such
agencies, institutions, and organizations as: the United States
Government, the various foreign governments, the advanced countries,
the devc.uoping countries, international organizations (c.g., UNESCO)
regional organizations (e.g., O.A.S.), universities, industry, and
private foundations. It is not the purpose, and it is beyond the
scope of this study, to examine in detail the tremendous variety
of possible remedial or corrective measures that could be taken by
each of the above mentioned agencies. Such areas of consideration
and concern possess special characteristics which merit separate
treatment. Nevertheless, it will be pertinent to establish an
appropriate frame of reference, suggest some action guidelines, and
take an overview of what is being done and what might be done, in
general terms.
Host authoritative analysts of the Brain Drain problem feel
that the distinction between the advanced and the developing countries
is a crucial one which must be recognized. This is the official
stance taken by the United States Government, as expressed by
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Assistant Secretary o£ State Charles Frankel an'd by Charles V. Kidd
Executive Secrc-tary of the Federal Council for Science and Tech-
nology. 5 This view is based on the premise that:
With respect to the former, a net outflow of
talent to the United States should not be
regarded as a problem for this country.
Developed countries have the resources,
should tney choose, to draw back a compensa-
ting inflow of talent ... Developing countries
do not have this recourse.^1
This commitment on the part of the United States to give
special attention and priority consideration to the needs of the
poorer countries of the world provides us with a framework that
should perhaps be. the basis of a general policy.
Translating theory into action along these lines is fraught
with dangers for the United States, especially if programs of a
unilateral nature are to be contemplated. These are often construed
as being high-handed, imperious, and at the same time they "involve
the Uni tec; States Government, perhaps too often, in decisions requiring
us to dis tinguisn between different countries, or requiring official
judgments about complex political, moral, and humanitarian issues." 7
Statements of Assistant Secretary of State Charles Frankel
and Executive Secretary Charles V. Kidd of the Federal Council for
Science and Technology before the Immigration and Naturalization Sub-
committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee, March 6, 1967.
^"Thc Brain Drain into the United States of Scientists,
Engineers, and Physicians," op
.
c it
. ,
p. 14.
7
Ibid_., p. 102.
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A course of action which is perhaps wise\: and less hazardous
is that predicated on the principle of shared responsibility and
joint, cooperative endeavors, with "the thrust of any American
responsibility /beinj>/ in the direction of mutually agreed upon
g
course^ oi action. It is a lesson of history that the greatest
bene.- i i_ accrues when those who are to be aided are willing and able
to help themselves
,
to achieve mutual benefit and meaningful progress
in deal in 0 with this problem, the various parties involved roust
acknowledge tneir own accountability and be prepared to assume their
appropriate share of the common load.
At the risk of sounding pessimistic, but with the intention
of being realistic, we roust face up to the hard facts as expressed
by George Seltzer of the University of Minnesota that**
(1) there is no panacea for the brain drain problem
(2) there is no simple legislative solution.^
Contributing to this viewpoint is that of U Thant, Secretary-
General of the United Nations, who feels that "no single, sweeping
recommendation leading to a solution of the 'brain drain' is at this
state of knowledge of the problem possible or desirable."'^
g
"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,
op
.
c it
.
,
p . 93.
^ I hi d_.
,
p . 1 0 1
.
^"Outflow of Trained Personnel from Developing Countries,"
op . cit
,
p . 55.
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Ihe vnole ~ubje^t is one v;hich is extraordinarily complicated
and multi-faceted - so much so that we cannot hope to find the
answer in neat rules or sweeping pronouncements. Dr. Charles
Kicd, wno nas wrestled with this problem in depth over a
considerable period of time, feels that:
There is no solution for the problem of the brain
. drain if by this is meant a state of affairs in
which all parties concerned-- the two countries
and the individuals concerned--will be relaxed
and happy. To draw a parallel betv/een the life
Oj- nations and the life of individuals
,
the
migration question should be considered as a
chronic disorder for which no cure exists, and
not as an acute disorder for which a specific remedy
exists. But as is true for many chronic disorders/
it is possible to take measures which permit normal
development and normal life.*-
Lcie, at least, in these last five words we have a note of optimism,
and a constructive goal to which the aforementioned agencies might
direct their energies.
In theory, too problem of the Brain Drain can be easily and
effectively solved in two ways: by stopping the skilled individuals
from leaving their home countries, or by preventing them from
entering tne United States. Tnis somewhat facile example underscores
the inherent difficulties in seeking simplistic solutions to an
11
,
‘The Brain Drain into the United States of Scientists,
Engineers, and Physicians," op. cit ., p. 103.
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extremely corap lex problem. The example, however, is
. as
ridiculous as it might appear to be at first sight; there are
two topical parallels that can be drawn, both with reference to
recent events in Eastern Europe. It is perhaps not fully appreciated
that one of the chief underlying reasons for the existence of the
Berlin Wall is the fact that it was built,
largely to end a flood of technically qualified
people to the West. ... When the losers begin
to consioer what can be done to stop the drain,
the first thought is usually to lock the door -
as East Germany did with the Berlin Wall. 12
A more dramatic example of this approach to the problem can
be seen in the 1968. invasion of Czechoslovakia by Communist armies.
It was East German President Walter Ulbricht who prevailed upon the
Soviets to invade Czechoslovakia, and his chief reason was one that
is most pertinent to this study.
What Ulbricht pointed out was that many of his
most skilled and adventurous East Germans were
defecting to West Germany via Czechoslovakia.
... Since people constitute the basic wealth of
a nation, Ulbricht complained that he was losing
his most valuable asset through the Czech loop-
hole. He insisted that it be eliminated. 13
Not surprisingly, and as a logical sequence of this reasoning
}
the "new" Czech government ,"fearful of a new brain drain to the West
i o
Martin Mayer,
on. cit.
,
pp. 3S-39.
^"Intelligence
September 22, 1968, p.
"How We Loot The Foreign Brain Market,"
Report," edited by Lloyd Shearer, _P~ cade
,
4 .
‘
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cracked down
... on travel abroad by Its citizens
... as an attempt
to prevent another massive exit o£ scientists, intellectuals, and
other vital talent." 1^
A British coalmen ta tor in examining this philosophy sums it up
with the aphorism, "When in doubt control it; when in deeper doubt,
stop it altogether.” 15 One does not even have to go to the
Communist world to find similar examples of this approach of
"containment” of the Brain Drain. India no longer permits Indian
medical graduates to take the United States qualifying exam which
is held annually in that country, 16 nor does it grant passports to
students to go abroad for legal studies. Recently a law was passed
prohibiting the marriage of Indian foreign service officials to
anyone not an Indian national. In the British view such restrictive
solutions are labeled "non-rer.iedies"; it is their feeling that it
is "thoroughly misguided to encourage an attitude of insularity in
this respect. The 'Berlin Wall' mentality offers no solution to
]7the brain drain."
‘Czechs Slam Gates To Halt Brain Drain," Hartford Courant,
November 13, 1968.
Going best' (Editorial), Da i ly Te legraph and Horning Post,
(London), Wednesday, October 11, 1967.
16
Examination Oc tne United States Educational Council for
Foreign Medical Graduates. Passing this examination has been a pre-
requisite for admission into American hospitals as residents or
interns.
The Brain Drain
,
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, on. cit.,
p . 49.
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This point of disagreement is significant in that it
illustrates the fact that the perspective of nations, like that
of individuals, must of necessity be rooted in the moral dimen-
sion of a subjective value frame of reference. Any approach to
the problem of the Brain Drain will be shaped by the nature of the
value framework which will inevitably be influenced by one or more
of five possible viewpoints:
(1) problems of developing nations
(2) problems of advanced nations
(3) aspirations of individuals
(4) the foreign and domestic policy of the United States
(5) utilization of a "total systems approach" to the
p rob 1 era of the brain drain. ^
A basic premise in any analysis of the Brain Drain, and one
which is becoming universally recognized and acknowledged is the
contention tnat the most valuable resource of any nation is its
human resource. Proceeding from this point, it follows that the
economic, social, and political development of a nation is to a
large degree dependent upon and related to the manner in which these
resources of human capital are utilized. This common element can be
a basis for a move to other common, factors which, according to the
18
"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,"
op . c it.
,
p. 101,
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United Nations Secretary-General, should be
in discussing the problem
taka^n into consideration
The magnitude of the outflow; the existing supply
0i ^ lC P ai-'uicular skill or profession in question;
the speed and ease with which the supply can be
incieaseu (or tne annua 1 output of graduates in
the related field of study); and the manpower
requirements, currently and over an extended
period
.
1
J
As yet, few serious attempts have been undertaken to diminish
the flow of Brain Drain personnel into the United States. There are,
however, some initial projects under way that represent a promising
start. One coui.se O- positive action in which all concerned could
cont_iibute meaningfully would be in making a conscious effort to close
the information gap. The point has been made previously that available
data and statistical information are at present sketchy and inadequate.
Nore research and more careful compilation of numerical and other
data would be notable contributions to assessing the magnitude and
dimensions of the Erain Drain.
One foreign scholar has stated his belief that "if we want our
scholars to come home or to stay home, we must, above all, give them
better wording conditions."'" Foreign countries must make greater
19
"Outflow of Trained Personnel From Developing Countries,"
op. cit
. ,
p. 39.
o n
^"Higher Education and the International Flow of Manpower,"
o_o._ cit.
,
p . 60.
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efforts to provide the challenges, opportunities, and incentives
which tneir nationals seek elsewhere. To achieve this end, it
migut well necessitate a total revision of the salary structures
so that this common source of irritation could be eliminated from
the list of important "push" factors. Adams and Pi r lam make this
point
:
Obviously, professional people with a readily
marketable skill ... are highly mobile on the
international market. If they are to be kept
'at home' their salaries must reflect their
opportunity costs abroad.
Unfor tunately
,
one is of necessity dealing in the realm of
"the ideal" when making some of these proposals. Salary increases
being a case in point may be quite feasible in some advanced
countries but quite impossible for poorer nations. Similar propo-
sals, calculated to reduce some of the "push" factors, could include:
providing greater professional opportunity, increasing the recep-
tivity to change, elimination of social and other forms of discrim-
ination and prejudice, and restructuring the type and quantity of
educational and industrial preparation to meet national developmental
needs. The obvious danger of such recommendations is that they are
21
W. Adams and J. B. Dirlam, "An Agenda for Action.,"
The B rain Drain
,
op^ cit., p. 249.
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perhaps overly theoretical.
Kidd to write that:
Such concern' motivated Dr. Charles
there are some recommendations that needn’t be
made, such as that the countries become rich
and staole. That would solve the problem.
So you have, it seems to me, a middle ground
realistically between recommendations of that
sort, v/nich w;on t help anybody, and overly
technical recommendations which don’t deal
with the real problem. But midway, I think
there is a set of things that ... the countries
could do better than they are doing. 2 -
One of these measures is to mount programs of recruitment
in the United States aimed at the repatriation of some of these
Sicilleo nationals
. Too few nations thatare distressed over their
Brain Drain losses have directed their efforts toward reversing
tne flow. The tremencous promise of this approach has been recog-
nized, however
,
by some countries, and they have capitalized on
this source of skilled manpower. A case in point relates to the
director of the new South Korean nuclear research institute who
came over to the United States hoping to recruit qualified South
Korean emigres to return to staff the facility. His hope was to
persuade six, or hopefully a dozen of his compatriots to "corne
home." Perhaps there is a lesson in the fact that he was almost
22
"the
o p c it
.
,
p
.
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overwhelmed by as many as seventy- five eager volunteers who were
anxious to return to their homeland to work for three thousand
dolla rs a year!
One country which is quite relaxed about its losses of top-
flight talent to the United States is Nationalist China. The reason
for this equanimity is that they see this outflow as creating a
large reservoir of skilled manpower in the United States which
will be available at some later date as required by developmental
progress. As Dr. Donald Hornig, President Johnson's science adviser,
puts it, "They feel they're stockpiling people ... . They're going
to need trained people, and when they need them, they'll be here and
23
recruitable.
"
Israel has opened an office in New York under the auspices
its Ministi y of Labor to inform exiled Israelis of job oppor-
tunities bacx in the home country and arrange for their repatriation.
Also in New York, the United Kingdom is sponsoring a sustained
recruiting drive and maintaining a job placement office. An Indian
business group, backed up with a $200,000 Ford Foundation grant,
is making a major effort to return needed specialists to India.
This same country has established a "Scientists Pool," the purpose
of which is to ensure employment for as long a period as two years
23Martin Mayer, "Row We Loot The Foreign Brain Market,"
on. cit., p. 39.
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while the individuals are exploring job opportunities. In the past
eight years, 3,500 Indian expatriate scientists have been selected
for inclusion in this Pool, and of that number over 60 percent have
returned to India.
A different approach to regaining the services of expatriate
talent is that followed by Iran. Here, the focus has been on
offering substantial air fare subsidies on charter flights back to
Iran for vacations. The effect of this program has been to prevent
isolation from the homeland, improve communication, and strengthen
personal bonds with homebound Iranians. An important side-effect of
this effort has been the fact that ten percent of the returnees
married ! while in Iran!
Such innovative projects represent promising beginnings in
encouraging nationals to return to aid their own countries. Unfor-
tunately, few countries have seen the need to initiate constructive
action along these lines; more could and should be done in both the
public and the private sectors of the various societies to acquaint
expatriates of employment opportunities in their homelands and
provide the positive incentives necessary for their return.
The United States Government could add impetus to this flow
along the "return channel." This plan of action has received official
consideration and endorsement with the offer of:
121
the assistance of our Government to
foreign governments to enable them to
recruit their own citizens in the United
States for special jobs in needed cate-
gories in their home countries. We can
enlist the cooperation of American insti
tutions and American business firms with
overseas branches to provide job oppor-
tunities for foreign nationals trained
in the United States. ^4
Such a policy would be a distinct departure from the
traditional procedure of sending Americans abroad in many varied
capacities to represent the United States effort; it might pay
dividends in ridding this country of its "Ugly American” image.
An illustration of how this might apply at the present time can
be found in Viet Nam where currently there are many thousands of
Americans working in non-military assistance programs. In France
tnere are approximately 35,000 Vietnamese, many of whom are well-
educated and highly- trained. The issue at stake is whether or not
it mignt be more efficacious to employ selected nationals of the
country who are fully acquainted with the language, customs, and
society, or to send large numbers of Americans to perform these
roles
.
24
Engineers
"The Brain Drain into the United
,
and Physicians," op. ci t.
,
p.
States
101 .
of Scientists,
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One of the largest sources of the Brain Drain is that
resulting from the loss of students who have come to this country
to be educated. There are important moral aspects involved in
this issue, for we are inevitably dealing with such things as
patriotism, obligation, responsibility, and national commitment.
Much more could be done by the home government and institution in
selecting and counseling those students to be educated overseas.
There should be continued contact with the student during the period
of his studies, with coordination of how his new skills and knowledges
can be utilized on his return.
The ’drain" factor of United States educated foreign students
is not inevitable. There are many examples that could be cited of
instances to back up this point. A few years ago, following some
of the guidelines mentioned above, the University of Chicago arranged
to educate thirty Chilean economists, ten of whom continued their
studies to the doctorate level. Even though many of these students
received tempting job offers in this country, all thirty returned to
work for the betterment of Chile. Another illustration of this is
v/ith regard to the Rockefeller Foundation fellowships for medical
and natural scientists from Latin America and Europe. In 1960, the
Foundation conducted a survey of a representative group of a thousand
former fellows; tne finding was that "all but one had returned to
their native countries - a tribute to the careful screening, strict
requirement of an institutional affiliation at the time of interview,
125
and repeated discussions by Foundation officers with institutional
25leadership .
"
When foreign students arrive in this country at the present
time, they have at their disposal the broad spectrum of oppor-
tunities afforded by American educational institutions. Unfor-
tunately, however, from the standpoint of the countries of origin,
this is orten inadequate simply because the training afforded lacks
relevance to the problems and needs of the students' homelands;
this is particularly so of those from developing countries.
There are Africans becoming aeronautical engineers, Burmans
studying nuclear physics, and Austrians studying oceanography.
Even when a relevant subject such as agriculture is pursued,
the emphasis will inevitably be from the perspective of American
agriculture. In discussing how irrelevant much of the education
abroac is lor Indians, V. M. Dandekar tells of a young man who
had recently returned with a Ph.D. from a Scottish university on
the subject of Problems of Mechanization in Scottish Agriculture."
When he was astced wnat he wished to promote in his department,
his reply was to. at ’he did not know who would be others in his
department and what they would like to do. 'But personally for
myself,' he said, 'I would love to do further research in Scottish
'"Higher Education and the International Flow of Man-
power," o o. cit
., p. 66.
agriculture .
"
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More conscious consideration should be £iven to providing
education and training which is related to the future prospects
of the foreign students once they have returned to their home
countries. It is in many ways a disservice to offer training
which involves the use of equipment which will be unobtainable,
or in preparing the students for employment opportunities which
simply will not be available.
In seeking constructive guidelines for future action,
one type of orientation could be that exemplified by the Vatican'
system of colleges as explained by Associate Commissioner
Ralph C. Flynt of the United States Office of Education;
The Vatican created hundreds of years ago a North
American College, the Scottish College, the English
College, and so on. Here was a body of young
people drawn in with the purpose of sending them
back to their countries with the purpose of
creating a structure. Now this has to do with
an educational scheme which has been adopted to
achieve a certain result, to send a man back to
his country with a desire, a drive and a thrust.^ 7
2 6
V. H. Dandekar, "India - Some Case Studies,"
The Brain Dr ain, od. c i
t
.
,
p. 209.
The International Migration of Talent and Skills,"
op. cit
.
,
p. 87.
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This precedent has obvious implications for the problem
at hand. There is no reason why special programs could not be
set up by American academic institutions or other agencies
along similar lines. A presently operating example is the
AFGRaD project (African Graduate Fellowship Program). This is
a cooperative program involving the United States Government,
the United States Council of Graduate Schools, UNESCO, the
African-American Institute and 14 African countries. Under
this scheme, hundreds of African students have been educated
in terms of tneir individual goals and their country's develop-
mental priority requirements. Of the hundreds who have taken
part in tnis program, aoout 90 percent have returned to make
significant contributions to the progress of their homelands.
So far v/o have concentrated our attention on what can
be done in the United States, but as one critic has pointed out,
"The best guarantee that preparation will be relevant is to
root educational programs in the local soil."''’ 8 More could be
done by way of inservice education "on site" in the home
countries, with United States instructors or United States
trained foreign instructors helping to strengthen and upgrade
the local institutions. This could be along the lines of a
higher echelon "Peace Corps." One of the main purposes of the
28
Higher Education and
Manpower," oo.__ cj.t
. ,
p. 69.
the International Flow of
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Pahlavi University In Iran Is the recruitment of United States
educated Iranians as faculty members. 20
Sir Eric Ashby is a grea t believer in the importance of
education being rooted in the national culture along the lines
of American land grant colleges. Ke is generous in his praise
of how Michigan State University assisted in the formation of
the new University of Nigeria at Enugu, to the extent that he
considers this contribution "the most dramatic impact which
American thought has had on African higher education." 30
Though at a more modest level, it will not be inappropriate to
mention in this regard the University of Massachusetts sponsored
secondary school at Tororo in Uganda which is based on these
same principles. Perhaps better known is Columbia University’s
program for supplying teachers for the East African countries.
The easy absorption of many thousands of Brain Drain
personnel into the American mainstream is indicative of the fact
that the United States is not committed to providing its own
supply of skilled manpower. One way by which the Brain Drain
could be reduced is to make provision for a substantial expansion
29
,
"Outflow of Trained Personnel from Developing Countries "
o p. cit., p. 53.
°
30Eric Ashby, Universities: Br itish, I ndian j.J^frican:
Etucky^ in the Eco logy of Hi r
;
her Ech
t
ent ion
,
Ha rva rd University
Press, Cambridg Mas sachi >tts., p. 279.
Of professional opportunities in areas where the United States is
dependent on highly- trained immigrants. Perhaps the best
example of this is the medical field in which we, as a country,
are very heavily subsidized by foreign personnel. This depen-
dence has not gone unobserved or uncommented upon in other
countries which are helping, though unwillingly, to make up for
our national deficiencies with their own supply of skilled man-
power. The Eritisn official view takes note that the United
States’ eagerness to be at the forefront of the exploration of
space and ocean is not matched by any prior co-ordinated attempt
to supply the necessary manpower resources from its own population
The ultimate solution to the Brain Drain will have to be a
commitment on the part of the United States to produce its own
supply of skilled, professional people. Only by this means can
the charge be refuted that the rich are robbing the poor.
The Brain Drain, in the final analysis, is an index of
developmental imbalance on the part of both "loser" and "gainer"
countries. It is evidence or overproduction and underproduction,
underdevelopment and overdevelopment, malutilization of abilities,
mi*ass ignment oi priorities, and disparities of wealth and oppor-
tunity. These factors will vary from country to country, but
31The
op_. cit
Bra in Drain
,
5 .
~
Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
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ln a11 casGS
> the brain drain is simply the
symptom or the disease rather than the
disease itself; effective policy, therefore,
must be directed to the roots of the problem
rather than its surface manifestations . 32
This "effective policy" may well prove to be elusive
and beyond resolution because for every solution that is dis-
covered, a new problem will be uncovered. It presents a
formidable challenge to the interrelated and interdependent
nations of a shrinking world, and it may well prove to be
. . one of the most important problems faced not just by
the Department of State, but more important, by the United
States and by mankind as a x/nole." 33
3 ?W. Adams and J 0 B. Dirlam, "An Agenda for Action,"
The Brain Drain
,
op. cit
.
,
p . 261.
-'-’Assistant Secretary of State Charles Frankel as
quoted in "How Poor Nations Give to the Rich," by Walter F.
Mondale, op. cit.
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Immigration of Co 11 e-re Prof''''-.
Breakdown of Sample Per centa<
WORLD ASIA (47%)
Asia 47 Taiwan 29
Europe 24 India 24
North America 21 Korea 11
South America 4 Israel 10
Africa 2 Japan 7
Oceania 2 Philippines 6
100 Pakistan 4
Turkey 4
Iran 3
Thailand 2
• s 1967
100
EUROPE-" (247,1
U. K. 26
Germany 17
France n
Italy g
Scandinavia 8
Benelux 6
Switzerland 6
Spain 4
Poland 4
Yugoslavia 4
Czechoslovakia 3
Greece 3
100
NOhTH AFRICA (2LQ SOUTH AHdklCn (A?,l
Canada
Cuba
Caribbean
Mexico
Central America
Dominican Republic 3
100
AS (Ratios)
27 Argentina 4
10 Brazil 3
9 Chile 1
3 Colombia 1
AFRICA (2%)
(Ratios)
U.A.R.
South Africa
Nigeria
OCEANIA ( 27.)
(Ratios)
Australia 5
New Zealand 1
Calculated from 1957 statistics supplied by the U. S. Department
of Justice, Ir migration and Naturalization Service (Appendix:
Table 6 } page l4o)- ' frc . "Open Doors, 1967," annual publication
of the Institute of International Education (Appendix: Table 9i
pace 141),
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Brer’- ' i of Tc :
'
S tra t if ie; ! Same la of 300 Irmi nrant Pr.-ik^cor
by Count:r
-y of Origin
World ASIA(47%) EUROPE ( 24%
1
Asia 141 (47%) Taiwan 41 U.K. 19
Europe 72 (24%) India 34 Germany 12
North America 63 (21%) Korea 15 F ranee 8
South America 12 ( 4%) I s ra a 1 14 Italy 6
Africa 6 ( 2%) Japan 10 Scandinavia 6
Oceania 6
300
( 2%)
(100%)
Philippines 8 Benelux 4
Pakistan 6 Switzerland 4
Turkey 6 Spain 3
Iran 4 Poland 3
Thailand 3 Yugos lavia 3
141
Czechoslovakia 2
Greece 2
72
NORTH SOU i i
'
ANURIC \ (21%) AMERICA (4%) AFRICA (2%) OCEANIA (2%)
Canada 30 Argentina 5 U.A.R. 3 Australia 5
Cuba 17 Brazil 4 So. Africa 04L New Zealand 1
6
Caribbean 6 Chile 2 Nigeria 1
6
Mexico 6 Colombia 1
12.
Central America 2
\
Dominican Republic 2
63
/
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TABLE 8 IMMIGRANT PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS, BY FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION AND SPECIFIED COUNTRIES 1 /
FISCAL YEAR 1967
Professors and Instructors
by Field of Specialization Total Europe
France Germany United
Kingdom
Other Europe
Asia
India Japan Korea
Phi
1
ippines
Taiwan
I
Other
Asia
Africa Oceania
North
America
Canada
Cuba
Other
North
America
South
America
Total J-,9.2.2_ 460 50 81 117 212 905 218 62 100 56 255 214 44 41 401 189 109 103 71
Hgricultural sciences 34 3 2 1 16 8 1 1 1 5 1 5 9 5 4
Biological sciences 93 23 - - 7 10 6 53 20 5 1 - 19 8 1 4 11 5 2 4 1
Ihemistry 109 23 1 2 6 14 61 22 2 2 5 17 13 1 5 15 12 1 2 4
Economics . 70 10 1 1 5 3 49 15 2 16 - 8 ' 8 1 1 9 7 - 2 -
Engineering 140 16 - 4 7 . 5 98 23 4 8 2 44 17 2 2 19 13 1 5 3
>ologv and Geophysics 16 5 - - 1 4 2 1 - - - - = I 1 - 8 4 1 3 -
lath erna tics .. 143 24 3 3 3 15 91 22 8 6 1 30 24 2 - 21 13 5 3 5
ledical sciences 73 23 - 4 8 11 36 6 4 4 11 7 4 - 1 11 5 2 4 2
Physics 87 24 1 6 7 10 47 12 1 4 - 21 9 - 2 10 9 - 1 4
Psychology
. .
.'
.
52 6 1 - 1 4 20 5 2 2 3 2 6 1 2 19 7 2 10 4
Statistics 13 1 - - 1 - 8 2 - 1 - 3 2 - - 3 - 1 2 1
Other natural sciences 52 15 - 4 5 6 19 3 - 3 4 6 3 4 2 12 7 4 1 -
Other social sciences 106 20 1 6 6 7 52 13 7 9 3 10 10 5 4 21 7 10 4 4'
Non-scientif ic subjects 253 86 16 11 17 42 87 13 6 6 4 28 30 9 4 59 26 20 13 8
Subject not specified 681 181 26 33 38 84 266 53 21 37 22 59 74 16 9 174 69 60 45 35
]/ Includes immigrants who entered from abroad or who were adjusted to permanent resident status in the United States.
Table ^-FOREIGN SCHOLARS, U. S. FACULTY AND ADiWIMISTRATIVE STAFF: H0«
. ,
'
COUNTRY
TOTAL
AFRICA
Algeria
Angola
Cameroon
Canary Islands
Chad
Congo (Brazzaville)
Congo (Kinshasa)
Ethiopia
Ghana
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Liberia
Libya
Malagasy Republic
Malawi
Mali
Mauritius
Morocco
Nigeria
Rhodesia
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somali Republic
South Africa, Republic of
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
United Arab Republic
Zambia
‘Africa
ANTARCTICA
EUROPE
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany, Federal Rep. of
Greece
Hunga ry
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta, Gozo & Comino
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
U. S. S. R.
United Kingdom (Total)
England
Northern Ireland
Scotland
Wales
^United Kingdom
Yugoslavia
‘Europe
FAR EAST
Burma
Ceylon
China, Republic of
tChina, Unspecified
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Business Physical and Other
Adminis- Engi- Human- Medical Life Social and No
TOTAL Agriculture tration Education necring itlCS Sciences Sciences Sciences Answer3
To From To From To From To From To From To From To From To From To From To From
U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. J.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.s.
10,737 4,G74 195 275 155 194 223 424 821 278 1,709 1,284 1,489 214 4,871 872 1,132 1,064 62 49
281 489 10 45 14 32 9 85 20 34 32 50 46 24 91 79 51 125 — 15
2
1
— — — — 1 — — — H — ' — — 1
1
2
1
1 1
—
|
2
1 '
i
4 2
— 1
1
—
1
6
9
19
5 z
1
1 2
2 — 7 1 — 2
4
1
1 2
— — 1 3
1
6
3
— 1
1
1
— — — — — — 3 — 1 1 — — — — — ——
1
1
23
12
— — — 2
2 1 6
— — 1
1
— 3 — 8
1
1 5
2
—
1 1
1
1 1 — —
1
1
4
25
3
2
17
7 —
1 — — 1 2
5
1
1
3
—
2
1
— 1
—
2
1
! 1 — 5
2
196
1
1 22 - 16 — 43 8
2
3
1
16 4
1
9 7
1
28
1
9
1
1
2
49
1
— 5
4
77
1
6
8
8
8
1
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
5
2
7
1
1
1
2
18 1 30
1
2
4
2
11
2
1
2
1
— 1
2
2
2
22 — — — 2
—
3
—
5
1
1
1
1 1 —
1
2 1
1
2
1
16
7 — 2
5 17 — 7 1 —
1
3
2
1
2
1
6
— 2 4 — 1 1
1
7
1—
118 52 5 6
1
1
4 1 19 10 6 6 18 4 47 15 — 1
2 64 — — 3 — — 3 — 10 — 5 1 17 1
O
19—
4,471 2,271 63 41 38 53 61 112 275 113 1,036 931 458 98 2,149 451 370 456 21 11
77 55 2 3 — 1 1 3 6 2 14 26 6 38 7 10 12 — 1
104 21 1 — 2 1 1 1 6
1
2
— 22 7
1
19 1 45 2 8 9
120
O
3 1 z z z z 6 28 1 75 1 8 1
56 33 — 1 1 2 1 5 3 9 3 11 3 25 15 3 7
50 18 — — 1 2 1 1 4 1 9 4 4 2 19 3 12 5
404 260 1 — 2 4 3 4 13 9 230 137 20 5 114 52 20 47 1 2
727 252 8 3 4 3 4 15 37 18 186 104 53 7 380 52 49 48 6 2
95 44 3 — 1 1 6 14 1 10 33 11 — 36 1 14 8
48 5 1 — — — — 4 — 12 1
1
8
1
1
9
1
1
23 1 6 3
1
3
1 —
56
J
18 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 7 24 2 9
293
1
195 — 3 1 3 5 8 17 4 75
1
114 25 3 155 24 14 36 1 —
4
2
1
1
1
— —
1
— — — — 2
1
—
1
— 2 — — —
O
1
136 41 3 4 4 3 i i 9 8 21 s 18 U 67 8 12 6 i —
89 19 1 1 2 2 i 14 2 8 6 11 2 45 4 6 3 — —
137 5 12 1 19 1 18 2 12 66 1 8 1 i —
16
12
138
9 1 1 2 6 5
1
18
— 6 — 2 2 -
—
86 1 z z z 5 1 3 82 63 1 32 4 4 10
116 51 2 — — 4 1 2 11 1 14 6 19 6 51 19 16 13 2 —
205 89 2 — 1 3 2 3 9 4 34 15 26 9 115 42 16 13
16 26 4 1 3 8 — 6 7 2 10 1 —
1,424 537 19 11 17 12 27 20 79 33 246 186 141 37 743 124 145 109 7 5
788 461 13 10 7 6 14 19 49 30 160 164 61 33 399 102 83 94 2 3
80 22 z z 3 4 2 1 6 9 9 1 48 5 6 5 2 1
17 3 — — — 3 1 1 — 11 3 1 —
534 51 6 1 7 6 9 1 25 2 77 13 69 3 283 14 55 10 3 1
126 10 1 — — 2 17 19 6 15 1 68 1 6 —
— 484 — 14 — 14 — 44 — 24 — 189 — 12 — 79 — 107 — 1
3,464
8
15
590 71
1
46 54 25 81 69 329
1
30 284 93 514 42 1,694 100 417 170
1
1
20 7
3 1 1 1 1 6 1 6
124 40 6 1 2 3 1 2 19 3 15 6 14 2 46 8 19 15 2 —
406 — 6 7 8 97 52 20 152 — 60 — 4 —
43 13 1 4 4 3 5 — 22 1 8 £
1,244 192 25 19 28 7 16 24 120 14 89 27 114 14 702 26 145 55 5 6
16 1 — 1 — — 1 — 1 — 2 — 3 — 5 — 4 ——
4 Tu
ese forG, £n scholars specified continental origin but not home country; U.S, faculty members visited more than one country in this geographic area.
TThese foreign scholars gave "China" as their country of citizenship but in many cases are residents of other countries. *i r, -i
JCountry in the United Kingdom was not specified. J_ ir-L
1 These U.S. faculty members visited more than one geographic area.
2 No answer to field of interest; foreign scholars— 13; U.S. faculty-2.
ii A i. Cl. L i.j
: . I, PA CH- AGGEG f-'f/, !: 'V, FII7.LPS GF [YSAJOR ENTEREST
c cur.'TRY
TOTAL
To From
U.S. U.S.
Japan
Korea
Laos
Macao
Malaysia
Nepal
Philippines
Ryukyu Islands
Singapore
Thailand
Tibet
Vietnam, Republic of
‘Far East
LATIN AMERICA
‘Latin America
Caribbean
Bahama Islands
Barbados
Cayman, Turks & Caicos
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Jamaica
Netherlands Antilles
Trinidad
Windward Islands
‘Caribbean
Central America
British Honduras
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
‘Central America
Mexico
’OUTH AMERICA
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Guyana
Pa raguay
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
‘South America
NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST
Aden
Afghanistan
Cyprus
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Pakistan
Saudi Arabia
Syria
Turkey
‘Near & Middle East
(ORTH AMERICA
Bermuda
Canada
Greenland
‘North America
OCEANIA
Australia
French Polynesia
Nauru
New Guinea
New Zealand
Pacific Islands
‘Oceania
GENERAL ASSIGNMENT
STATELESS
1,117
21
1
5
4
15
5
174
5
2
57
1
12
818
185
1
3
Islands 1
87
35
13
17
3
9
2
14
32
112
11
16
3
42
9
3
44
44
55
722
17
75
1
1
13
4
2
5
94
507
165
4
113
85
47
6
5
6
29
12
34
1
725
4
6
82
35
315
24
42
98
2
19
98
530
1
528
1
431
359
1
1
70
15
5
74
1
26
6
16
3
6
5
11
103
453
40
15
142
37
43
32
1
4
68
13
12
46
279
1
33
20
15
58
12
1
27
44
4
7
44
13
49
2
44
4
16
6
4,
195
Agriculture
To From
U.S. U.S.
20 4
5 —
1
— 3
— 2
7 114
— 4
3 25
14
— 8
— 1
1 1
— 7
- 3
— 1
— 6
14 1G
4
1
1
11
18
15
Dltsincr.s
Adminis-
tration
To From
U.S. U.S.
3 —
22
8 1
— 1
10 1
9 —
Fducation
To From
U.S. U.S.
12
19
— 2
23 77
10
1 12
- 3
1 5
— 1
— 2
5 12
13 43
2 —
1 —
4 14
4 2
— 4
— 8
14
14 10
10 4
141
Engi-
neering
To From
U.S. U.S.
Human-
ities
To From
US. U.S.
Medical
Sciences
To From
U S. U.s.
'hysical and
Life
Sciences
To From
U.S. U.S.
Social
Sciences
To From
U.S. U.S.
Other
and No
Answer 3
To From
J.S. U.S.
73 3 75 30 229 5 613 39 78 25 7 -
8 — 21 3 25 — 83 — 61 6 1 —
— —
1 — 1 —
— —
1 — 2 — 1 —
— — 1 1 4 2 8 3 —
.
7
— — 1 1 1 2 2 —
4 1 18 3 76 — 36 14 19 13
2 1 — 1 1 — — 1 2 —
— 1 1 — 1 1 — 1
— 4 1 2 18 8 10 4 7 9 1 —
1
— 1 1 — 2 6 2 3 4 8 — 1
— 3 — 14 — 4' — 5 — 21
36 56 232 74 201 21 221 111 79 206 10 6
— 5 — 3 — 5
6 3 68 2 46 1 35 11 13 16 5 1
1 — 1
1 — 1
1 —
5 — 48 — 8 — 16 — 3 — 4 —
— 2 3 1 31 — 1 7 — 8 — 1
6 — 2 — 2 1 2 —
2 — 2 — 8 — 2 5 1 —
1 • 2 —
— 1 2 — 1 — 2 —
2 2
3 1 —
5 1 2 1 3 1
1 5 9 6 12 4 6 18 2 15—
— 1
— 2 4 2 2 — 2 6 — 7—
1 — 1
— 1 — 1 7 4 2 4 2 —
1 —
2 1 1 — 1 2 —
1 1 — 1 — 2
2 — 2 — 1 3 — 1—
— 2 — 1 — 4
13 9 28 28 14 1 25 16 7 31 1 —
16 39 127 33 129 15 155 63 57 139 4 5
6 1 34 7 28 1 77 8 18 11—
2 — 1 6
9 18 29 5 32 2 23 18 13 38 1 3
1 3 25 4 21 4 18 6 13 16 1 —
— 3 11 2 20 2 11 5 4 14—
— 2 4 1 — 8 1 5
2 — 3 — 1
— 1 1 2 3 — 2 —
— 6 10 7 10 2 6 5 2 30 — 1
— 1 5 1 4 — 3 4 — 1
— 1 7 — 11 — 10 4 5 3
— 4 — 5 — 2 1 5 — 14 — 1
69 23 64 73 109 12 307 39
1
— 3
114 57 8 7
— 9 — 3 1 1 3 2 — 1
2 — 1 — 1 — 1 1
11 4 5 5 30 1 21 3 11 3
7 2 6 7 1 10 2 O O 1 —
20 2 33 22 22 3 178 18 40 8 4 —
1 — 1 11 1 — 12 — 8 1—
3 4 10 12 1 13 2 7 10
9 3 11 5 12 3 38 2 20 13 — 5
1 — 1 — — 1 — 2
1 — 1 1 6 — 3 1 6 2
14 2 9 4 16 2 31 5 10 9 2 1
— 1 — 6 1 — 5
33 4 99 10 100 1 196 20 64 9 2 —
— 2 1 —
33 4 99 10 100 1 195 17 63 8 2 —
_ _ — i — 1 ;
50 5 38 7 00 4 206 38 35 10—
43 4 29 3 51 3 175 25 27 6
1 —
1 —
— 2
7 1 9 1
— 3
9 1 29 10 8 —
— 1 — 2
— 7 — 46 — 12 — 28 — 51 — 3
1 — 4 — 1 — 5 — 2 — 1 —
APPENDIX II:
QUESTIONNAIRE, SUPPORTING LETTERS AND
STATISTICS OF RETURNS
/
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UNIVERSITY 0? HARTFORD
School of Education
IMMIGRATION C7 COLLEGE PROFESSORS
INTO THE UNITED STATES
QUESTIONNAIRE
(com idential and anonymous)
Professor Inonas L. Eernard
/__Please answer ALL questions /
1* Sen:
____
Male Female
2. Age Group: Less than 30
30-40
40-50
Over 50
3. Marital Status Single
Married
Divorced or Separated
Widowed
4A. Birth and Nationality
:
Country of birth
Nationality at birth
Present Nationality
4Bo (If applicable):
Spouse's country of birth
Spouse’s nationality at bi7th
Spouse's present nationality
Is your spouse with you in the U.S.?
Yes / No
5.
Children (if any):
Number of children
Number of children born in U.S.
6. Religion:
Buddhist
Catholic
Confucian
Hindu
Jewish
7. Military Service
Have not served in any mili
Moslem
Protestant
_Sh into
Other (please specify)
ary capacity
Have served in the Armed Forces of
8A. United States:
(country)
.
Approximate date of entry into the U.S.
month 19 year
8B. My fare to the U.S. was paid by
me
employer
__Other (please specify)
8C. Did you receive any financial assistance for family fares,
removal expenses, etc.?
.Yes No
8D. My present plans call for me to
definitely remain in the U.S.
probably remain in the U.S.
probably leave the U.S.
definitely leave the U.S.
as yet undecided
8E..V7ith regard to naturalization as a U.S. citizen
I have become a U.S. citizen
I definitely intend to become a U.S. citizen
I will probably becoaie a U.S. citizen
I will probably not become a U.S. citizen
I have not yet decided
145
9A. Employment:
Negotiations for r,y first U.S. position «re initiated in
—
— — (country) by
me
employer
,
other b>
(please specify)
correspondence
interview
telephone
9B. Present position: (rank)
Instructor
_ _
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Other (please specify)
9C. My position is
9D.
full- tine
part- tine
Academic area or
and
permanent
temporary
field of specialization:
9E. My present salary is in the range of:
under $4,000 $16,000-$19,000
$4, 000- $7, 000 $19,000-$22,000
__$ 7, 000- $10, 000 $22,000-$'>5,000
$10,0QQ-$13 ,000 Over $25,000
$13,000-$16,0Q0
10. Decrees (or equivalents):
Institution
Year
Country Awarded
Bachelors 19
Masters 19
Doctors 19
Other 19
19
l'l-6
In making your decision to
you consider the followin'*
teach in this country
factors 07 YOUR ROM
7
> how important
COUNTRY to be?
would
FACTOR ?nn«r
j0r
7
0f 0f n°
~~ impo - Impor- impor- inipor-
_
tant
_
tance tance
!• High taxation
2. Desire to travel
Dissatisfaction with conditions
of work
4.
Lack of personal freedom
5.
Low salary and financial incentives
6.
Little opportunity for promotion
or advancement
7« DisoO.cis fact ion with w’eather
conditions
8. Lou status of my position
9« Lack o i opportunity to develop
tny ideas and abilities
10.
Dissatisfaction with the political
situation
11. Low standard of living
12. Insufficient professional recogni-
tion and appreciation
13. Traditional "class” structure
of the society
14. Dissatisfaction with "way of life”
15. Inability to find a suitable job
16. Encouragement of my spouse
17. Encouragement of relatives and friends
18. Other (please specify)
14-7
In making your decision to teach IN T'^2 U'lIT-n Q'-n'VQ v
vould y«“ considsr the foile d^ ho" mpom“
\
FACTOR
1. An improved standard of divine
2. My facility with the English language
3. More challenging professional
opportunities
4. Greater personal freedom
5. Higher salary and financial
incentives
Of major of minor Of no
impor- Irapor- impor- impor-
~PS:J1£S: tan t _tance tance
6. The prospect of a satisfying
professional experience
7. The appeal of the "American way
of life"
8. "Open" quality of U.S. class structure
9. Better professional facilities
and resources
10. More congenial political situation
11. Relatively lower taxation
c
12. Simplicity and/or speed in making
the job offer
13. Higher status and social standingO (
14. More favorable weather conditions
15. Possibility of developing my ideas
and abilities
16. Encouragement of non-American
friends and/or relatives in the U.S.
17. Encouragement of Americans
(in U.S. or abroad)
. Other (please specify)18
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In the light of your present knowledge, would you say
above expectations you held of life and conditions in
that the
the U.S. were
correct without exception
ir.ostly correct
about half correct
mostly incorrect
totally incorrect
Generally speaking, at the present time I feel that my social and
emotional ties are strongest in
the U. S.
my home country
undecided
Other (please specify)
U N 1 V E R S I T Y OF H A R T F O R D
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200 Bloomfield Are., West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
SAMPLE A Original Cover Letter
You hav
;
been specially selected to participate in this research
study o f college processors who were educated abroad. This studyhopes to shed further light on the problem of the "Brain Drain"(a term. with which I m sure you are familiar) and seeks to providedeeper lnsignts into some of the motivational factors behind theinternational migration of highly educated individuals.
I should be grateful if you would be good enough to devote a few
moments of your valuable time to filling out the enclosed question-
naire. Tne findings of this research will be made available to you
at a later date. No signature or identification is required and
you can be fully assured of anonymity. A self-addressed, stamp-d
envelope is enclosed for the return of the questionnaire.
Your participation and assistance in this project will be most
appreciated
.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas L. Bernard, Assistant Professor
School of Education
TLB/jm
Enclosures
p r i va t e ly - e n d o w e d urban University, supported by the gifts of alumni, friends, foundations and corporations
H A R T F O R DUNIVERSITY O F
200 Bloomfield Ave., West Hertford, Com,edict 06117
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SAMPLE B - First Follow-up Letter
A few weeks ago, you received a questionnaire (confidential
and anonymous) regarding ir.otivational factors underlying the
immigra tion of college professors who were educated abroad.
If you have already returned the questionnaire, thank you for
your promptness
. If, however, you have not yet done so, a reply
at your early convenience would be most appreciated, in order
that a start can be made in tabulating the data.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas L. Bernard, Assistant Professor
School of Education
TLB/ jm
* privately-endowed urban University, supported by the gifts of alumni, friends, foundations and corporations.
UNIVERSITY O E II A R T F O R D
mm
'&***'£' 200 Bloomfield Are., West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
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SAMPLE C - S econd Follow- no Letter
Some time ago you received a questionnaire from me (confidential
and anonymous) regarding motivational factors underlying the
immigration college professors who were educated abroad.
If you have already returned the questionnaire, thank you for
your cooperation which is most appreciated. If, however, you
ha ^e not yet done so, I should be grateful to receive a replv
at your early convenience in order that a start can be made in
tabulating the data.
Enclosed you will find another questionnaire, and a self-addressed,
stamped envelope, in case you do not still have the originals.
Sincerely,
Thomas L. Bernard, Assistant Professor
School of Education
TLB/jm
Enclosures
privately-endowed urban University, supported by the gifts of alumni, friends, foundations and corporations.
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Table 10
DATA ON RETURN OF QUESTIONNAIRE
BY
CONTINENT AND COUNTRY (OR REGION)
JLJLJ.A.
Country Questionnaires
Sent Rat'd
Taiwan 41 30
India 34 23
Korea 15 14
Israel 14 11
Japan 10 9
Philippines S 6
Pakistan 6 5
Turkey 6 3
Iran 4 3
Thailand 3 1
Total 141 105
Percent 100 . 74.5
A F R I C A
Country Questionnaires
S^ent Re t ' d
U. A. R. 3 2
South Africa 2 2
Nigeria 1 1
Total 6 5
Percent 100 83.3
N 0 R T H A M ERICA
Country Quest!.ohna ires
or Region Sent Rat’d
Canada 30 26
Cuba 17 12
Caribbean 6 4
•Mexico 6 6
Central America 2 2
Dominican Rep. 2 2
Total 63 52
Percent 100 82.5
.
E U R O P E
Country Questionnaires
or Region Sent Rat'd
United Kingdom 19 18
West Germany 12 11
F ranee 8 6
Italy 6 5
Scandinavia 6 4
Benelux 4 3
Switzerland 4 2
Spain 3 3
Poland 3 1
Yugoslavia 3 2
Czechoslovakia 2 1
Greece 2 2
Total 72 58
Percent 100 80.5
OCEANIA
Country Questionnaires
Sent Ret '
d"
Australia 5 4
New Zealand 1 1
Total 6 5
Percent 100 83.3
SOUTH AMERICA
Country Questionnai res
Sent Rat'd
Argentina 5 5
Brazil 4 2
Chile 2 1
Colombia 1 1
Total 12 9
Percent 100 75.0
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Table 10 (continued)
P_H D T O T A L_S
Continent Questionnaires Sent Questionnaire
Asia 141 105
Europe 72 58
North America 63 52
South America 12 9
Africa 6 5
Oceania 6 5
Total 300 234
Returned
Percent 100 78.0
TABLE
11
DATA
ON
RETURN
OF
QUESTIONNAIRE
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MA P 2
j^-S^eg ional Distribution of Respondents
(Maximum number possible in each region is 50)
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APPENDIX III:
TABULATIONS OF QUESTIONNAIRE! RESPONSE DATA
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1
TABLE 15
P E R II A N S II T
Coraaitesnt TO TA L ; ADVANCED " DEVELOPING-
Factor Nix,itor Per cent Number' ?8rccn,t Number Percent
Definite
Retention 101 [',3 • 1 1,2 17.9 59 25*2
Probable
Retention 7 8 33 »
3
33 lUel 1,5 19.2
Total
I-
-
'
’ 179 7o h 75 : 2 « 0 10U 11,
U
TOTAL
Numbor Poreent
T E M P 0 ?. A ?. Y
ADVAIiLED DEv ELOPING
N b Nu Parc b
Definite
Ds ore .a ont 11 U-8 5 2,2 6 2,6
Probabl 0
Decrement 15 6*U 7 3«0 8 3*U
Total
_D3£r;?.:r.t 26 11.9 12 5,2 lh
.
6p0
TOTAL
Number ‘“Percent
U ni_E C I D E _D
ADVANCED DEVELOPING
Number Percent Number Percent
Undecided 29..
.
12 «U, 1U 6.0 15 6,1.
TOTAL 23 I4. 100,0 1C1 A3. 2 133 56.8
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TABLE 20
Salaries o f 23I; Brain Dr?.in Frofes scrs By Future Iiesidanoa Intpn
Salary: No *
Total Peri
Adv.
innen
D-ovp
u
7To*a
T3nnora
1 Adv7l)3vp
ry
Vfota*
pndecldod
1 Adv.Doao.Tota
Porcjont it 0 ^ no® TTdi No. * * J » no • No! ' L 0 ,
_ Under *b. li
.
.
.1-1 2 2 1 1 - 1 1
JJl-3:7_ 6 3«kJ 1 u 5
_
. 1 2 3
$7 - S10 ll 17.5 6 19 25 4 5 9 5 2 7
_$10- /;13 82 33? 0
...
26 Hi 67 3 3 6 6 3 9
|<v>-
1t~> Vn
e «>
O'' 53 22,6 22 18 Lo 3 5 8 1 4 3
|16 - 019 22 9.U 9 11 20 1 m 1 1 1
019 - *22 11 Iu8 5 4 9 l «• 1 1 1
$22-025 3 1.4 1 1 2 1 1
Over $25 10 4*2 ! 3 6 9 1 1
_
Totals 234
„
ICO.®0_ 75
_
JSk 179.,jjL lb. 26 [lli. 15... JL
Salary figures in thousands
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TABLE 21
Salc.ri Brain Drain Profas core
tv
“
type of corntry
,
c : ;f*. ant, a: ' . on of U .S.
$7 $10 vlp $16 $19 Actual
Typo of Under to to to to to to to Over Total cf
Cou $7 $10 $15 $16 $19 $22 A /3 -VC *0
Advanced 2 2 15 55 26 10 6 2 3 101 *h3 .2
Develop-
ing 2 6 26 hi 27 12 5 1 7 133 56,3
Total No
. h 6 hi 62 53 22 11 3 10 234 1C0.C
Percent 1.?
_ bk 17-5 35.0 22.6 9>h l.,S U. 1..2 100. 0 100.
c
Continent
Africa - - 3 2 - _ •> — 9 2,1
Asia 1 2 25 1.0 2h 9 1 1 2 105 h5.1
Europ o 2 2. 7 20 16 h 5 «- 2 53 2h.7
N. Anar. 2 7 13 10 5 h 2 h 52 22,2
Oceania - 1 - - 2 1 0 1 5 2.1
S.Amer. 1 2 1 1 1 2 - - 1 9 3.S
Total No. h 8 hi 62 53 22 n 3 10 2& 1C0.0
Percent 1*7 17.5 a5»0 22.6 9.U h.s l.h U.2 100 , 0 ICOn
Region
N. Eng. 1 2 6 lh 13 3 2 1 1-2 18.0
Middle 1 - 5 12 6 5 h 1 3 35 13.1
Southern 1 - 8 15 8 3 3 - - 36 15-U
N. Central - - 2 22 10 5 - 1 U hi. 13=7
N.Western 1 1 9 12 9 5 l 1 1 1-0 17.0
Western 5 15
_
9 7 1 l « 1 37 l£i.8
Total No. h 8 la 62 53 22 11
.
3 10 2yl. 100.0
Percent 1,7 5^4 17.5 I^o 22,6 9«h . Ji,8 JL.U __h,2_ 100 . c 100.0
*
Dollar Figures in Thousands
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26
Personal Data on Respondents ty Typo of Country of Origin
S ox Advenead PoTOj.co:' Total Percent
Male 9).
*~r 115 209 69.3
PoLialo
: 7 13 2-5 10.7
Total 101 133
_
2jU 100. C
Per coni- 1-3.2 56.8 ICO, 9
A*o_
Under JO 9 31 20 8.6
30 - i»o 54 62 136 58,3
IlO - JO 31 31 62 26,6
Oyer JO 6 9 15 6,5
;1li 100 133 253 100,0
Percent 1*2.
9
57.1 . 100.0
Iferital St:atno
Single 9 17 26 11.1
Married 91 llj 20U 67.2
Othor 1 3 u 1.7
Total 101 133 23U 100.0
Percent 1-3 . 56,8 100,0
OS
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Fo2*u 0; ?.l Data on P.ospon ' by 1 p . o f Country or Origin
Percent
26,1
Notionclity
Uni t od S bates
Advene :
d
35
Pe^lopdnv
26
Total
61
Forei .^n 66 107 173 7 e»°
Tots! 101 153 23ll 100,0
Pc rc ont 56.8 0 1C0,0
SgOUC-SO
U s S» For
n
29 22 51 25.0
Foreign^ Earn 6l co
*-* 153 75 cO
Toted 90 nli 2CU 100.0
Peroon
t
55 -* 9 *r. 100,0
ChUdron
U.S, Born 200 193 393 59.6
For id Born „H5
_
15L. . . 265 l-o,k
Total 315
. M
,
669 100,0
Poreone itf.e 52-2 «3 100,0
Fvttil:
Instructor 9 12 21 9.2
A g * P i"*c i £ *3 c o r 27
• 5h 61 55 *U
Assoc, Professor 3J ips-- 70 30.6
Pro foe oor 20 12 32 i6.o
Other 6 19 25 . 10.8
Total ICO 129 229 lOOeO
POTeGu; h3.7 56,3 100,0
;
03
l?o
TABLE 26 (continued)
Personal D ?.t e. 0a P. 3 s r> on dc-nts ty Type of Country cT Cri "in
De gre o
3
Dectorc.t :
s
Advano-jd Developing Total Percent
U. S. 1*5 70 115 5S .0
Foreign 53 1*2 60 1 .1.1
Total
__§i 112 195 100.0
Percent
_ 57 »1* 100.0
Masters
U. Sc 2i* 5U 73 1*6 c7
Forei gn 1*5 la 89 53.3
Totcl 72 95 16? 1C0.0
Percent 1:3*1 56o9 100.0
Religion
Christian 61* 55 119 62.0
Non-Chri st i -:n 16 57 75 33.0
Total 80 112 192 100.0
Percent 1*1 o7 53.3 . 100.0
Enploynent
Init 9 - Self 61* 37 151 e-0.7
Ini to » Cthen 17 19 56 19.5
Total 61 ic-6 I67 100.0
Percent *3.5 56,7 100,0
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TABLE 26 (continued )
Person:.! D:.t a on Re
: pendents by Tyne of Country of Or i pin
Ad-
Init.~U.$,
vane ed
"32
Developing
63
Total
~ 95
“ Percent*
49.“
Ini t .-Abroad
_56 h3 99 51.0
Total 88 106 194 1C0.0
Percent 45 «
U
5U.6
.
100.0
Military Service
Yes 31 U5 76 3U.U
No 66 79 1U5 65.
6
Total 97 12U 221 100.0
Percent U3«9 56 c 1 100,0
Tranep or t ?.ti on
Faro «• Self 79 109 188 81, L-
Faro - Oth 20 23 1*3 18.6
Total 99 132 2pl 100,0
Percent 1.2.9
... . ...
57.1
..
100.0
Financial
Assistance
Yes 11 21 32 1)4.2
No 87 106 193 65.8
Total 93
,
127 225 100,0
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22
Questions no st c non
u Of Major
Exp© 11 ant or "Push. f> Fac t or 3
No
. of
Question Category
Times
Selected
9 Professional ICO
3 Professional 91
6 Profession?.! 67
k Political 6o
3 Economi
c
56
15 Professional 55
10 Political 53
12 Professional 1*9
16 Personal 2?
2 Personal 23
11 Economic 22
ih 18
13 Socl o cultura1 17
7 Personal 10
8 Sociocultural 9
17 Personal 5
1 Economic 3
y selected &o being
irrportrace"
Attrahent or “Pull” Factors
of Times
Qu estion Category Selected
3 Professional 126
O/ P * Oi.es3xO±*,*^j. 120
6 Professional 116
15 Profess! on?, 1 103
1* Politi osl 72
5 Economic 60
2 Personal 33
1 Economic 29
10 Politi cal 23
12 Professional 22
6 Sociocultural 21
17 Personal 17
ll> Personal 11
7 Persona! 10
13 Sociocultural oy
16 Personal 7
11 Economic 0
173
TAELS 28
Questions nost oaanoaly selected as lain,
"It^02*tant"
Expo11ant or "Push” Factors Attrailant or n?ull” Factor?
No. of
Question Category
Times
Selected
No
. of
Question Category
Ti 31.es
Select
1015 Economic 75 1 Economic
9 Profcssional 69 5 Economic 91
3 Professional 63 6 Professional 65
6 Professional 65 9 Professional 62
12 Professional 58 15 Professional 81
11 Economic 57 3 Professional 7°
2 Personal 53 2 Personal 66
k Political 1*6 b Political 56
iu Personal bb 12 Professional 52
15 Professional 1,0 8 Sociocultural U5
10 Politic?.! 37 7 Personal la
13 Sociocultural 33 10 Political 39
8 Sociocultural 32 17 Personal 3b
16 Pers onal 31 13 Sociocultural 29
17 Personal 26 16 Personal 25
1 Economic 13 m Personal 17
7' Personal 9 11 Economic lb
APPENDIX IV:
TABLES RELATIVE TO COMPUTER PROGRAM ANALYSIS
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TABLE 29
Suiriraary o
on
Total Means
ea ch item of
and Standard Deviations
the Questionnaire*'
Variable Ku '
_
1
2
.3
4
: 5
6
7
A.
*
9
To
n"
12
13
TjT
15
16
XT'
Y§_
19
20
*
Standa rd_Deviation
0.35
1.03
L.91
1
-J2
1.58'
I_.j65
0.J38*
0 . 62
"
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i
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2 . 1
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0,70
1 .05
0_. 5 S_
1.01*
0.84'
0_. 82
0 ,~95~
_0 .80
0.96
#1-17 are E::pel lent (Push) Factors, #18-34 are Attrahcnt (Pull) Fac tors
*#1-17
are
Expellant
(Push)Factors
,
#18-34
are
Attrahent
(Pull)
Factors
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TABLE pi
'
diH o-i the Seven DerivedJPpr tors
Factor 1 - Professional
Question 3.
Question 9.
Dissatisfaction with conditions of work, (o
.
5
^
)
Lack of opportunity to develop my ideas
and abilities.
Question 20. More challenging professional opportun-
ities
.
The prospect of a satisfying profes-
sional experience.
Better professional facilities and
resources
.
Question 32. Possibility of developing r.y ideas
and abilities. (0,77)
matched pairs: Questions 9 and 32, 3 and 26
7
Factor 2 - Economic
Question 23
Question 26
(0 . 68 )
(0.64)
(0.72)
(0.61)
(0.71)
(0.67)
(0.71)
Question 5. Low salary and financial incentives.
Question 11. Low standard of living.
Question 22. Higher salary and financial incentives
/A priori matched pairs: Questions 5 and 22?
Factor 3 - Political
Lack of personal freedom. (0.83)
Dissatisfaction v/ith the political
situation. (0.78)
Greater personal freedom. (0.74)
More congenial political situation. (0.76)
/A_priori matched pairs: Questions 10 and 27, 4 and 2J.7
Factor 4 - Personal
Question 17. Encouragement of relatives and friends. (0.82)
Question 33. Encouragement of non-Americans in U.S. (0.67)
Question 4.
Question 10.
Question 21.
Ques t ion 27.
JEXi
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Details of
Factor 5 -
Question
Question
Factor 6 -
Question
Question
L A ,
Factor 7 ~
Question
Question
TAELS 31
I ten 3 on the Sevan Derived F;
(continued)
Status
o. Lev status of ir.y position.
1j. Inability to find a suitable job.
Social
13. Traditional "class" structure of
the society.
25. ’Open" quality of U.S. class structure.
>riori matched pairs: Questions 13 and 25 7
C 1 ima t e
7. Dissatisfaction with weather conditions.
31. More favorable weather conditions.
(-0.56)
(-0.59)
( 0.56)
( 0.S0)
( 0.85)
( 0.89).
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TABLE 32
Sum-
~ a ry of Verima:: Factor Variances
Derived
Factors Variance
1. Professional 3.73
2. Economic 2.99
3. Political 3.07
4. Personal 1.78
5. Status 1.89
6. Social 2 . 04
7 . Cl ima t
e
2.12
Cumulative
Percent Percent
21.17 21.17
16.95 38.11
17.45 55.56
10.12 65.68 •
10.71 76.39
11.55 87.94
12.06 100.00
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TABLE 41
Summary Contrasts of Group Means o
PROFESSIONAL "PUSH" FACTORS
2 3
Means 3.04 3.72
1 4.01
-0.97*
-0.29
2 3.04
- 0.68
* P < .05
TABLE 42
Summary Contrasts of Group Means of
PROFESSIONAL "PULL" FACTORS
2 3
Means 3.31 4.38
1 4.55
i
S'
i
~
!
? -0.17
2 3.31 - 1.07
* P < .05
.
TABLE 43
Summary Contrasts of Group Means of
TOTAL PROFESSIONAL "PUSH-PULL" FACTORS
2 3
Means 6.35 8.10
1 8.56 -2.21* -0.46
2 6.34 * 1.76
* p < .05
Summary Contrasts of Group Means of
SOCIAL "PULL" FACTORS
2 3
Means 0.50 0.59
1 0.89
-0.39
-0.30
2 0.50 - 0.09
TABLE 4-5
Summary Contrasts of Group Means of
CLIMATE "PUSH" FACTORS
2 3
Means 1.04 1.45
1 1.73 -0.69*
-0.28
2 1.04 0.41
* P < .05
TABLE 46
Summary Contrasts of Group Means of
CLIMATE "PULL" FACTORS
2 3
Means 0.54 1.03
TABLE 4-7
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Summary Contrasts of Group Means op
TOTAL "PUSH 1 FACTORS
2 3
Means 10.73 14.00
1 15.25
-4.52*
-1.25
2 10.73
- 3.27
* P < .05
TABLE 4-8
Summary Contrasts of Group Means of
TOTAL "PULL" FACTORS
2 3
Means 9.08 12.00
1 12.05 -2.97*
-0.05
2 9.08 - 2.92
* p < .05
TABLE 49
Summary Contrasts of Group Means of
TOTAL "PUSH-PULL" FACTORS
2 3
Means 19.81 26.00
1 27.30 -7.49* -1.30
2 19.81 6.19
* P < .05
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TABLE 50
Sj ir>:
- fo c S
* -U 1 1 i 0 1 e Re ares sis
Jt.
.
for Predicting, Future Residence Finn;
Step
No
.
Variable Coefficient
Multiple
rJ
Mu 1 tipi
RS0
Cons tant 8.14
1 Year of Entry
-0.06 0.33 0.11
2 More challenging profes-
sional opportunities 0.12 0.41 0.17
3 Encouragement of Americans 0.21 0.45 0.20
4 Desire to travel
-0.20 0.47 0.22
5 Little opportunity for
promotion or advancement 0.19 0.49 0 . 24
6 Inability to find a
suitable job COrH
•0 0.51 0.26
7 Appeal of the "American
way of life" 0.22 0.53 0.29
8 Encouragement of relatives
and friends
-0.27 0.55 0.30
9 Encouragement of my spouse 0.17 0.56 0.32
10 Region of the U.S. -0.03 0.57 0.33
11 Initiator of first U.S.
position . -0.19 0.53 0.34
12 Marital status -0.36 0.59 0.35
13 Lack of opportunity to
develop my ideas and
abilities
0.13 0.60 0.36
*
Standard Error
+
of Estimate - 0.92
APPENDIX V:
TABLES OF THE IMMIGRATION RATES OF
PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS, 1958-67 *
*
Tabulations provided by the U.S. Department of Justice,
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
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SATES Year ended June 3Q
T
1953
206 U. K. Hone Kong 64 3 2 1
"
210 U. S. Rvukvu I 5
.
-
245 Chirr (Corr-unist) 231 25 1 3 4 1 1 1
247 Ind ia 100 13 1 2 1
—
1
248 Indonesia 10
.249 Iran 106 3 1 1
250 Iraq 32 1 l
251 Israel 194 a 1
252 Jaoan 71 0 2 2 1 1
253 Jo rdan
... .
18 1
254 Korea 68 1
255 Lebanon 63 1 1 1
260 Phi l iootnes 1Q4
_
3 1 1
262 Svrian Arab Ran. 14 1
Other Asia 1 19 0 L_
. ~
1 1 1
AFRICA 176 ,0 - _ _ . 2 . - . -
-
316 Algeria 3 1
343 Nigeria
__
2 1
___
“
1 r
363 U. A. R
. (Eavot) 63 7 ! 1
373 So. Africa 40 1 1 I 2 1
22 6 Morocco - 1 i 1 1
Other Africa Zi
—
_
2] 1 1 ' -
TABLE 51 - continued
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Sheet 1
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Page 2 DATES Year ondc
^ • rl >1 LCO 1 2 1 2 2139 Yufos lavia
2Other E'iroDe
1 2 3
ASIA - - 2 2 16 22 14 25 2 27 15 41 63 73
.206 U. K. Hong Kon^ 5 1 4 2 6 4210 U. S. Rvukyu Is.
245 China (Consiunist) I 2 5 7 1 6 9 13 1529/ India 1 1 1 2 5 5 ' 8248 Indonesia
1 1
249 I ran 2 2 6 9 3
250 Iraq 2 3 1 2 1 1 2
2b I Israel
1 4 8 1 7 3 4 12 1 12521 Jaoan
1 7 2 3 3 3253 Jordan
1 1 1 2264
255
Korea
1 1 1 1
Lebanon
1 1 1 1 3
260 Phi 1 ipoines 4 5 9 2 9 11 6
2o2 Syrian Arab Ran.
l 1 1
Other Asia
1 2 3 5 11 12
AFRICA - - - - 1 4 2 2 2 1 1 4 2 5
TITl Algeria 21
343 Niteria
i
368 U. A. R. (E'vot) 2 1 1 1
3373 So . Africa 1 1 1
1
2
374 Morocco
1
'
I
Other Africa 1 2 1 1
1 1 £1 1
2
TABLE 51 - continued
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COUNTRY
OF
LAST
RESIDENCE
.OCEANIA
438
464
574
582
514
584
185
586
575
576
HZ
578
579
580
Austral ia
New Zealand
Other Oceania
NORTH AMERICA
Canada
Mexico
West Indies
Jama ica
Cuba
Dominican Ren.
Haiti
Other West Indies
Central America
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
TOTAL
15?
116
21
14
4,764
3,557
195
542
76
263
44
33
126
167
32
14
J6_
35
24
Other Central Am erica
38
Other North America
SOUTH AMERICA
687
688
689
690
691
692
694
696
Argentina
Bolivia
Braz i
L
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
Venezuela
Other South America
303
1,110
237
42
14-
66
219
a
4J
<a
e
<u
X.
o
_£2L
1 1
192
JL1A
12
23
22
19
65
33
1
48 '
99
53
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TABLE 52 - continued
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K
cSS t0"KE#S -
DATES Year ended June 30
, 1959
TABLE 52 continued 200
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DATES Year ended June 30. 1959
COUNTRY
OF
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RESIDENCE
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33
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.
3
S
0
u
01
<
S3
u
a
01
si
u
•*-4
>
u
33
U
u
AJ
CJ
01
s
438
464
OCEANIA
Au s t ra 1 i
a
New Zealand
1
1
1
1
4
d
u / I
.0/2
2
2
073
L_
1
074
18
-16.
080
2_
L_
08 L
2_
_ 2
08 2
6_
_5
03 3
5
5
Other Oceania
NORTH AMERICA 1 1 4 12 51 20 86 33
-.1
L_
279
L_
121 39*
L_
82 152574
58 2
Canada i 1 3 8 22 6 69 1 26 [233 115 30 49Mexico
1 5 3 2 6 2 £West Ind les
1 11 11 3 3 12 1 3 5 7
>14 Jamaica
3 1 3 i584
58 5
Cuba
1 10 4 5 2 2Dominican Rep. 3 1586 Haiti 4
1 iOther West Indies 1 2 4 1 1 1 i
HI
Central America 3 2 4 3 0
Costa Rica 3
576 El Salvador
1
ILL
578
Guatemala
Honduras
1 1
ILL
580
Nicaragua
! 1 2
Panama
1 3 1 1
Other Central America
I 1
Other North America i 2 10 10 4 24 5 5 19 7
”637
SOUTH AMERICA - - _ l 4 25 23 9 1 47 3 n 30 17
Argentina 1 3 7 3 17 1 5 1
1
6
683 Bolivia 2 1
. 2
68
9
690
3razi
1
3 3 2 1 13 1 2 3 4
Chile 4 2 2 1 1
691 Colombia l l 6 6 3 7 1 2 9 1
692
694
Ecuador 1 1 1 1 1
Peru 2 1 3 1
696 Venezuela 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
Other South America 1 1 1 L .1 3
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BATES Year ended June 30, I960
f-
COUNTRY
OF
LAST
RESIDENCE
TOTAL
CO
u
(A
e
D
JZ
o
021 3
Chi
ro- practors
p
Co
11
ege
3
Presidents
and
Deans
ii
Agricu
1
.
sciences
j
Biologica
I
sciences
U
u
V)
B
V
JZ
CJ
)\
Economics
) 1
Engineering
1
Geology
and
Geophysics
|
Math
.
Med
ica
1
sciences
Physics
U. S. TOTAL 11,709 504 15 5 7
OJ c.
7
034
14
UJ3
13
oau
16
041
2
042
13
043
8
045
15
101
EUROPE
Austria
4,965
123
296 10 3 - 1 8 6 - 1 3 _ 7
104 Be 1 glum 63 6
1
I 1IUd Czechoslovakia 5 1 ,
108 Denn.i rk too 3 2
1 10 Finland 19 V . i
1 1
1
F ranee 183 10 1 —
1 i 2 Germany 933 53 2 1 3 2113 Greece 115 2_
o
114 Hungary
12.5. .... 17 1 1
1 1 6 Ireland (Eire) 319 1±_
117 ita 1 v 166 9 ] 1 1123 Netherlands 791 24
124 Norway 169 5 1
1 2b Po l a nd 108 8
i
1 2b Portuea
l
18 L_
12/ R Uma n l a 9 1
129 Spain 40 4
130
131
Sweden 253 6
Switzerland 221 25 1 1 1UJ Turkey (Europe) 71 1
134 U. S. S . R . ( Eu rope
)
8
135 U. K. England 1,284 77 2 2 2 1 1
136 U. K. N. Ireland 59 2
137 U. K. Scotland 214 6 1 1
138 U
.
K
. Wales 36 4
139 Yugos lav i a 37 1 1
Other Europe 27 1 -
ASIA 919 50 1 _ _ 2 3 2 9 3 4 3
206
210
U. K. Hong Kong 44 4
U. S. Rvukvu Is. 1
245 China ( Cor.mun 1 s t ) " 48 5 I 3 1
247 Ind la 53 3 1 2
248 Indonesia 9
249 Iran 73 5 1
250 Iraq 13 1 1
251 Israel 167 10 2 l
252 Japan v 36 1
253 Jordan 18 2 1 1
254 Korea 39 4 1 1 1
255 Lebanon 57 1 1
260 Philippines 209 2 1
262 Syrian Arab Rep. 20 3
Other Asia 132 10 l 1 1 2 1
AFRICA
.... ...
130 6 - - 3 - 1 1 - - - 1 -
116 Algeria 1
343 Nigeria 10 i 1
369 U. A. R. (Egypt) 29 2 2 1
37 3 So. Africs 39 2 1 1
374 Morocco 12 1
Other Africa 39 1 i L_
PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS
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203TABLE 5^ - continued
TABULATION OF: IMMIGRANTS ADMITTED AS
BY COUNTRY OR REGION OF LAST
PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS
PERMANENT RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATION
204TABLiS 53 - continued
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BY COUNTRY OR REGION OF LAST PERMANENT RESIDENCE AND* OCCUPATION
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205TABLE 5A
CO 90 (Rev. 9-1-65)
CO-90 (Rev. 7-1-64)
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1
TABLE 54- - continued
C0-90 (Rev, 7-1-52)
o
Subject
^
not
specified
CO 90 ( Rev. 9-1-65)
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TABULATION OF IMMIGRANT ADMITTED AS PROFESSIONAL, TECHN ICAL _A?iO Kin
BY COUNTRY C?, F.Eo ICN CF LAS T P ;;EMT RESILE?!''
DATES _Ye;
CO 90 (Rev. 9-1-65)
TABULATION C?
Sh«5t 2, P;,ge 2
TABLE 55 ~ continued
TECHNICAL AND KINLR F.D Workers
,
RESIDENCE AND CCCUPAT IC N
.
DATES Ye^r ended June 30
,
I960
IN'o i rtLU i CSi"
21 1
C0-90 (Rev. 7-1-64)
soeci
fi
fc|d
TABLE 35 - continued
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Sh®?t 3, Page 2
ccu>im
Cr
DATES Year ended June 30, 1962
ins rRu’CTui(o~
2 7 L So. Africa 1 lL J 1 ( 1 l L_ 1 i - 1 1 2 1
274 •'orocco 1 II 1
, ,,
i
. .. 1 ... . L J J 1 1 1
2
7e> Burundi 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1
376 Rwanda | 1 [ !. . ! • 1 i L 1 1 1
231 . Llbva I .. ! III 1 L. i 1 „ 1 1
22L Guinn 1 ill 1 II |_ ! 1 _ L 1
3B 3
~
Ont » K!
<
R ar , | ; I I I 1 1 i i .
mi
2&3_
gha-j 1 1 1 1 i JL
Como i | 1 ! ! i 1 t 1 .
331.
23L
D'hn.’-’v 1 1 1 J 1 1 . 1 l .. .. 1 _
G'hch 1 1 .1 1 1 1 1 .
Ivorv 1 1 1 1
•
1 1 1 __
I'rjrlnr.li 1 1 1 1 1
390 N'oar 1. 1 1 1 1 1
37 | s-an a C > 1 , P CO , c
1
l 1 1 l i 1
ro.
3 r-3
V’ll, pan. cf | | i i i 1 1
Uccor Vol*. a I j j L .1 . -i . . .1 J 1
39-; r , So. An;a T;t'n, 1 III —
-1
i i 1 1
_J
3 <77 Sort H P' 0 , III 1 I i 1 1 1 . _ I
2i JifJID ’ : il PJL.. 1 1 1 1 1 i i ! 1 i J .J
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